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p ASTPACT

bTotal FDrce Traininr': A Study .--f Ccrrany-Leve1 Corrmraders' Trainin'- in
Armrored Cavalry P.Regiments in the Army National Guard, by Major Lee Roy
Barnes, ')r., USA, 115 pages.

This stud',' examines the professional training, including schooling, of
the companv-level ground maneuver cortat unit commanders in the four
armored cavalry regiments (AC _s) in the Army National Guard (AR%~). The
focu-s is upon what these commande--rs have (ikre, what they are required to
do, and how weltheir training has prepared them for their peacetime
andJ wa2rie misins.

The Increased importance of the Reserve Coriponents (K1%, in our nation's
deterrence and defen.se plans siroce the early 1970s has led to increased
interest in the readiness arid ability of the Army NatinlGad
Several prcorams developed to improve the RC's training and readiness

costure directly affect the training of the company-level commanders in
thec 3N's ACRs. This study discuss*es these programrs and their impacts
on the comn~any-level commanders in the ARr-fl's ACP~s.

Ilr)te r.iew were corducted to determine the training, including
schcIi riv, status of a somrple po-pulatioDn (twenty-f ive percent) of the
armored cavalry trocp and tank compan conesi heAN _sA~.
Conclusions drawn from the interview data include the following: The
majoionty of ARNG AOR company-level commanders attended a resident
off icer basic course, even before the requirement to do so was
established; however, the majority of these commvanders have rot
completed the officer advance-d course--the course that is designed to
train them for company-level ccrvand; and many of these commanders are
not mrakin~g the'fullest use of available external training assistance
resourCes.
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ChAPTER CtE:

RESRVE C.Wt-,T IN ThE TOTAL AW1Y

The character of the United States Arry h,--, changed dramatically In

the past two decades.' Cne of the mcst significant changes Is the

increased reliance placed upn the reserve forces of the United States

by our national defense planners. This study will examine one facet of

this Increased reliance, specifically, the professional training argd

scrooling of company-level coiinanders in the armored cavalry regirrents

(ACRs) of the Army National Guard. L

DEFINITIONS

For thre purposes of this study, the following definitions apply:

Active Army: The Regular Army and those personnel of the Army

National Guard (ARNG) and the U.S. Army Reserve (USAR)

serving on extended active duty tours In active Arrry

positions.

Army National Guard: The Army National Guard of the United

States, In Its peacetime, nonfederalized role.

Total Army: The land combat arm of the Total Force,

consisting of the active Army, the ARNG, and the LSAR.

ILI~~~ii.:



FOCUS OF THE STUDY

This study will examire the professional training and schcolring of

the co pany-level ground maneuver corbat unit commanders in the armored

cavalry regiments In the ARNG. There are four ACRs in the ARNG, each.

with nine armorred cavalry trccps and thTee tank conTanles. The training

and schooling of these troop and company ccmanders will be examined in

terms of what they have done, what they are required to do, and how we~l

their training has prepared them for their training ard wartlme

missions. Twelve troop and coupany cormanders (25 per cent of the total

nurter) will be used as the sample group.

This study concentrates on the ACRs for a nurrber of reasons.

First, my own experlence has been In armor and armored cavalry units,

and I recently served as an advisor to several ARNG armored cavalry

units. Of greater significance, however, is the fact that armored

cavalry units are the only ground maneuver combat units in the Army that

are organically structured as combined arms units under their tables of

organization and equipment (TL.Es)..

Tanks, cavalry fighting vehicles, and supporting Indirect fire
I

weapons, both mortar and artillery, are organic to the armored cavalry

squadron In the ACP. Further, at the regimental level, attack

helicopters are added to the structure. The necessity to effectively

employ these different types of systems and units requires training that

Is more varied and demanding than that for a unit corsIsting primarily

SL
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of a single type of weapon or organization. Because of this broader

training requirement, it Is hcped that the results of this study will

have a more gereral applicbllic'y than thcse of a more narro.,iy focused

Study.

,RTANCE OF Tq-E ARNG CCI AMP -LEVEL C_¢9TCWCER"

My personal observatlons and the ccrr:ents of my then-immediate

supervisors have led me to conclude that the effectiveness of the

training conducted in ARF units Is directly proportional to the skill

and effectiveness of the company-level ccnmander, more so than of any .

otrer individual .2 The company level is where the actual day-to-day

detailed training for soldiers is planrod and supervised; It is also the

first level to provide direct irput to the readiness reporting system.

Logistics support, administration, training status updates, and a

myriad of otter tasks occur at the company level, and the individual

responsible for all that his unit does or fails to do is the

company-level comrarder. He Is the critical link In the ARG's chain of

command in preparing for war. He will be at least as critical If his

unit Is mobilized ard corrmitted. As General Donn A. Starry, tthln

TRADOC Commander, pointed out In the 1981 Armor Conference keynote

address:

The history of battle tells us that small
units--battalions, squadrons, companies, troops,
batteries--small units well-tralred and well-led are
more often than not what wins the battle .... *.-.

....



Leadership 1 not a matter of administrative or
managerial ability; on the battlefield, leadership
is the ability to harness the courage of human
beings into a corcerted action In a most dangerous
and complex undertzkIng. 3

TH-E TOTAL FORCE

In 1970, Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird initiated the force

structure changes that led to the dramatically increased role now played

by the AN14G. In a memorandum issued on 21 August 1970, he introduced

the Total Force concept and he redefined the mobilization role of the

reserve components, as follows:

Emphasis will be given to concurrent consideration
of the total forces, active and reserve, to
determine the most advantageous mix to support
national strategy and meet the threat. A total
force concept will be applied in all aspects of
planning, programning, manning, equipping and
employing Guard and Reserve Forces .... Guard and
Reserve units and individuals of the Selected
Reserves will be prepared to be the Initial and
primary source for augmentation of the active forces
in any future emergency requiring a rapid and
substantial expansion of the active forces.'

Secretary Laird amplified this ccncept in his Annual Report of the -

Secretary of Defense on Reserve Forces for Fiscal Year 1970:

Changing national strategy for the decade of the
1970s and beyond has caused an Increase in the
intensity of interest in the readiness and ability
of the National Guard and Reserve. As we reduce the

4
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size of the active armed forces and as we attempt to
reduce costs of defense programs without decreasing-.
the adequacy of our total military capabJility, we
are placing increasing reliance and deperrme on
the Guard and Reserves as a combat ready part of the
total force structure.-

The Total Force concept develcped by Secretary Laird in the early
a

1970s continues to guide our strategic thirking today as we build our

war plans around the combined capabilities of the active and reserve

ccrponents. And, just as Secretary Laird said earlier, we continue to
L

have an Increased "intensity of Interest" In the readiness and ability

of our reserve forces. The Total Force corcept has matured Into a Total

Force policy at the same time that our plans and systems for improving

the Integration of active and reserve forces have matui-ed.

This major change in our strategic thinking, which moved the

reserve forces frcm the strategic reserve category to that of forces

capable of rapid mobilization and deployment, was not udertaken with

the express purpose of Improving or upgrading our defense capabilities.

Instead, the driving consideration was the budget. Indeed, the first

sentence of Secretary Laird's aforementioned memorandum stated: "The

President has requested reduced expenditures during Fiscal Year 1971 and

extension of these economies Into future budgets."" The economic

advantages provided by the reserve forces In the form of reduced

expenditures as compared to those of the active forces are still sought

by our nation's planners; thus, the increased reliance on the reserve

forces will continue in the foreseeable future."

The reduction of the defense budget often means an Increased role

%I.. ,........
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and more or expanded missions for the reserve forces. Hcever, the tak

of increasing their readiness from Its poor state in !970 to that of a

force capable of raold mobilization ard deployment could not be

acccmplished with a simple acministrative announcement. Major force

structure chances for the reserve forces, including an overall Ir:rease

in their size (over pre-Vietnarn levels), dramatic increases In both the

quantity and quality of their equipment, and improvements In their level

of training, are significant efforts that have been vigorously pursued

In recent years.

Major General Herbert R. Temple, the current Director of the Army

National Guard, sums up the charged ARNG role this way:

Our mission remains clear: the Army National Guard
must be manned, trained and equipped to fight and
win. The demands of the present-day threat have
erased the comfortable cushion that once served to
afford Guardsmen months to prepare for the rigors of
battle. Mobilization will not allow for months or
weeks of preparation. Guardsmen must be ready
today-'

THE ARNG IN THE TOTAL ARPY

The importance of the ARNG to the Total Army is clearly shown by

the fact that the ARNG provides more than one-third of the combat

divisions; more than one-half of the Infantry battalions, armored

cavalry regiments, and field artillery battalions; almost one-half of

the armor and mechanized infantry battalions; and almost one-third of

t,he aviation units of the Total Army.' These forces Include the five

' L->T-'
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toundout brigades and seven rourdout battalions for the active force.'

In addition, current mobilization plans require the deployment of many

ARNG units earlIer than many contirental United States (COWS)-based

active Army units to reinforce forward deployed and contingency forces.

Three significant characteristics of the Army National Guard have t

not changed, in spite of the ARNG's expanded role In the Total Army,

First, the ARNG remains primarily a state-controlled force, under the

day-to-day command of the state adjutants general (who are responsible

to their respective goverrrs). Second, the vast majority of the ARNIG Is

composed of Individuals who have a vested Interest In their civilian

career or profession, and this aspect of the ARNG must be taken Into

consideration for arty given training plan," Third, the ARNG Is still

basically limited to 39 training days per Individual per year.'2

The concept of state control over the ARi G has been under attack

from various quarters over the years, but it has survived basically

Intact. However, as will be discussed in Chapter 2, the "increase in

the intensity of interest in the readiness and ability" of the National

Guard has breathed new life Into some attempts at Increased federal

control over the ARM,

The topic of the conflicting time demands of two different

professions will be addressed In this study. However, a ccmplete

examination of this topic is beyond the scope of and will not be

attempted In this study.

The 39-day training year is also undergoing scrutiny by many

7
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CHAPTER OaE EV,1OTES

'Some of the major changes in the Army sirce the early 197?s have
been a strength reduction of approximately ECO,C10 soldiers frcm the
Vietnam-era active force strength level; a transition from a ccfnitted
force to a peacetime force; abolition of the draft and replacement by an
all-volunteer system; a major upgrade in the pay scales across the
board; dlsestabllsrent of the Woien's Army Corps, and the subsequent
opening of many nontradltional lobs to women soldiers; ar.d the
development of the concept and follow-on policy of a Total Force.
According to this concept, the active ard reserve components of the Army
are viewed and managed as components of the Total Army, not as separate
entities.

2Cne possible exception to the assertion that the commDany-level
c;urmander is the key link in the ARNG training cain of command will be
discussed. That exception is that if either the Full-Time Training .
Nonccmls-i1oned Officer (NOD) or the Unit Administrator is a very
strong-willed, capable individual, he can often plan around and
cconer ate for (to one degree or another) an ineffective company-level
comm.ander. Conversely, ineffective unit FTM personnel In either of the
aforementioned positions can undermine the effectiveness of the unit
ccmrander. The Full-Time Manning Program will be explored In greate g
detail In Chapter 2.

'General Donn A. Starry,"[Armor Conference] Keynote Address." Armor
40 (July-August 1931): p. 36.

TMerrrandum, Laird to Secretaries of the Military Departnents, et
al. Subject: Szport for Guard and Reserve Forces, 21 August 1970.
(Cited hereafter as Memorandun, Laird to Secretaries.)

5U.S. Department of Defense, Annual Report of the Secretary of
Defense on Reserve Forces for Fiscal Year 1970 (24 February 1971): p.
1.

'Memorand, , Laird to Secretaries: p. 1.

"U.S. Department of Defense, Report of the Secretary of Defense
Caspar W. Wetrnberger to the Congress on the FY 1985 Budget, FY 1986
Authorization Request, and FY 1985-89 Defense Programs, February 1, 1984
(I February 1984): p. 114. (Cited hereafter as Report.)

OMajor General Herbert R. Teffple, "Today's Guard Must be Ready to
Fight." Army 33 (October 1983): p. 118.

10 "-..b
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'Ceorz-- J. Stein, State Defenyse Forc---: The Mi sing Link in
SNatlo-nal 'S,:curity." Mlitary 'Feview 64 (Seotember lEF?4): p. 7.

leMallor Gsneral Feitert R. Temple, "Vitalized Guard Gives the
Nation Stroriz 'R;-turjn on Investffent' , " Army, 34 (Octcbe~r 19A:p. 172.
(Cited here-after as Investment.)

Il15,,y 1ndividu3ls do serve In full-time ARN2~ su.pgcrt positions,
but the vast majority of National Guard soldier's have civilian., jobs as
their principal emplIoyment The Full-Tm ann rga ilb
discussed In Chapter 2.

"aThe ARNG Is authorized 29 days per year for training, while the
USAR is authorized 38 days per year (U.S. Department of the Army, AR
350-1, Army Training (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Goverrnent Printing
Office, 1 August 1931): para 6-1). (Cited hereafter as AR 3EO?-1l.)

"Larry Carney, "Increase Urged in Guard, Reserve Training," Army
Times, 10 December 1934: p. 9. The Reserve Forces Policy Board acts
through the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affairs,
and Logaistics) as the principal policy adviser to the Secretary of
Defense on matters relating to thle reserve components (RCs). Its
members are appointed by the Secretary of Defense and by the Secretaries
of the Military Departments, ard include Assistant Secretaries of the
Mili1t ariy Departmrents, rmErrbers of the Regular Army, and 15 RC officers,
including one PC officer who is a general or flag officer. This boa rd
usually meets four times per year. (Department of Defense, DOD
Directive, number 5102.2, with change 1, subject: Reserve Forces Policy
Board (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 13 October
1973): p{.1-4.)



CHAPTER T ,.J: -

A LCCK AT ThE TPAINI -'.- E%"'rl Frt3T ET

I.

To develop some appreaciation for the training environment in tne

AR~r., this chapter will intrcduce several key topics that have a direct

relationship with and impr:act upon this study,. These tcoPics Include the

Total Army conciEpt, the Full-Time Manning procran, and prevailing

attitudes In and towards tf-e AR1NG.

T•E TOTAL ARMY

According to The Department of the Army Manual, "The 'Total Army'

isn't new. It's as old as our nation."' In one sense, this statemrent

Is true. Historically, the Militia (after 1916, the National Guard) has

been used to bolster the ranks of the active Army In times of conflict.2

Moreover, thpe Army Reserve (then the Organized Reserves) was establ ished

by the National Defense Act of 1916 to provide a source of trained

manpco-er to augment the active Army . 3 The Guard and Reserve continue

today to provide the augmentation forces for the active Army.

Hobwever, in anoe, perhaps larger, sense, the statement from the

Manual may not be precisely correct. The issue of the purpose and

control of the Militia (Army National Guard) Is very much alive today,

,o %"...-
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and has a very real lim_,act on the structure of the Total Arrry ard the

relationships between the active component and te AF'.NG. It is rct the

intent of this study to debate the role of the active Army arWA its

agents in the ccnduct of the training and the administration of the Army

National Guard, but It is Irrortant to note the source of one of the

current relevant Issues. Thus, It is appropriate here to review briefly

the military aspect of the historical Issue of states' rights.

As early as the Constitutional debates ot the late 1700s, one of

the major iSSue_ Was that of states' rights. The military clauses of

the Ccn:tItution of the United States sh&, trat the attitudes against a

too-powerful central governent prevalled--especlally with regard to

large standing armies. The Constitution makes the following provisions

relating to the Army and the Militia:

Article I, Section 6: The Congress shall have
Power...To raise and support Armies...To ma-e Rules
for the Goverrr*nt and Regulation of the lard and
naval Forces; To provide for calling forth the
Militia to execute the Laws of the Union, suppress
Insurrections and repel Invasions; To provide for -
organ'lzng, arming, and disciplining the Militia,
and for governing such Part of them as may be
employed in the Service of the United States,
reserving to the States respectively, the
Appointment of the Officers, and the Authority of
training the Militia according to the discipline
prescribed by Congress. . . .

Article II, Section 2: The President shall be
Conmander in Chief of the Army and Navy of the
United States, and of the Militia of the several
States, when called into the actual Service of the
United States ....

As these extracts show, the Constitutional separation of state and

13 III
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f ederal righ rts c~r'cernln. g tb 'Z armled force3 13 cl ear. Tn, th~c-co

of a Total Army, r 4-rred to in 71re DOatnrt of te ;:1 .. ~ ....

rot appear to Le asold as our Natio:n," ad rdd, ,:pea-rs to

ccnfllctL with, the Corstituticn.

Historian John K. Mahon has written about te erly dcuinson

the roles of the Militia and the standing forces and how thl-ezp

disc!ussions contributed to th~e final wording of the Cxcsnitutlon.

Mahon's work, Th e Airaeican M il1ti,-:- Decade of Dec is on, i7'C9-SCC

details the prcf-cs~tiorns of such notables as George Washlrnztor, Henry

Knox, Caron Von SteubLen, and Alexander Hamilton. Pre- and

pcst-C:nrstitjtiornal' de-bates produced decisions that the Army was a

necessary evil, that it should retrain small, and that the Militia wa;s to

be a separate military organization, to be called up for federal service

when ree-rded, but definitely a state asset. 6

George Washington had addressed thie issue of uniformity among the

state militias in his "Sentirments on a Peace Establishment," written 2

May 1783, to Alexa-der Hamilton, c' alrman of the Committee of the

Congress on the Peace Establishment. In his paper, Washington called

for establishing "A well organized Militia; upon a Plan that will

pervade all the States, and Introduce similarity in their Establishment

Manieuers. Exercise and Arms." Hie also went on record as an early

proponent for the rational strategy that would later be known as

credible deterrence.

I com'e next In the order I have prescribed myself,

to treat of the Arrangements ne-cessary for placing



the Militia of the Continent on a respect-ble
footing for the defense of the Empire.. being
persuaded, that the immediate safety and future
trarnquility of this extensive Continent dc-penrd in a
great measure upon the peace Establishment now in
conterlaticn; and telng convinoed at tne same time,
that the only probable mears of preventing insult or
hostility for any length of time and frcr being
exempted from the consequent calamities of War, is
to put the National Militia in such a condition as
that they may appear truly resPectable in the Eyes
of our Friends ad formidable to those who would
otherwise become our enemies."

General Washington warned of the corequences of not insurIng

uniformity and dlsclplir e in the Milita. In another document, he wrote:

"To place deperdence on [III-regulated] militia is assuredly resting on

a broken staff."' However, this warning went unheeded, and the final

wording of the Constitution included no requirement for uniformity among

the militias.10

Nonetheless, a nurer of gradual increases In federal control over

the National Guard have occurred since the signing of the Constitution.

In 1792, four years after the Constitution went into effect, Congress

passed "An Act More Effectually to Provide for the National Defense by

Establishing an Uniform Militia Throughout the United States" (also

known as the Uniform Militia Act). Among other provisions, the Act

established the adjutant general position in each state, and provided a

basic structure for the states' militias, requiring each to be organized

into brigades and regiments "if the same be convenient." Furthermore,

the Act required the state adjutants general to report yearly to the

President, as well as to their respective governors, as to the status of

.............

- " .. ... .. .......... . . ... . .. .. .-_. ._.- ..-_ _ _-_ -_ _..,.-_.-_._ -. .°.re.. . ..-.-. .--.-. .".. . . . .... ... ....... . .".. . . .-.. . . . . .
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tr,.elr state rlltias. Hcever, trls Act, which, was to renairn the

governing militia zct until I'23, provldeJ no penalties for

rnincc -pliarce, and th-e provisions for militia structure were largely

iCgnored.1 .

Litte further was done to alter the relationship bet,.een the

federal government ard the militia until 2 April l8198, three days

before Ccngress declared war on Spain. On this date, Ccngress passed

the Volunteer Bill, which enabled the National Guard, with the

respective governors' permission, to volunteer as units to fight in the

Spanisn-Aerican ''ar. This Bill provided the legal basis for the U.S.

to ccmrrIt the states' militias outside the continental United States."

In 1902, Secretary of War Elihu Root recommended a number of

reforms of the nation's deferse structure. One of these reforms

revwrved the Uniform Militia Act, recommending an improved organization

that would lirk the Natioral Guard and the Regular Army more closely

tcgether lr, order to "bring the [National Guard's] training program,

om,-,-r-ion ., a.d equipment in lire with that of the Regular Army."'" A

s6 lb, ty mdfied version of this proposal, commonly referred to as the

Dick Act, was passed in lJC3.'-

The Dick Act established a Division of Militia Affairs in the War

Department, but lncluded no provision for National Guard officers to

serve cn this Dlvisicn's staff. The Dick Act also directed that, during

an erergency, the National Guard be called into federal sevice ahead of

a volunteer unit. However, once the National Guard was called up, it

iE
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was to become a Pool of individual reolacements for the Army; no

provisions ,,ere made to err.ploy the National Guard as distinct units.5

In 1916, Cngress passed t-le Natio-al Defense Act, which

establis.ed the first organized general purpose federal reserve forces:

an Officers Reserve Corns, an Enlisted Reserve Corps, and the Reserve

Officers Trainirg Corps. The National Guard had long resisted this

move, but the mardwer demands of America's imminent involvement in the

war in Europe (World War I) overrode the National Guard's concerns. The

National Defense Act a!so doubled the required training periods (drills)

to 43, tripled the required n'irber of days of Annual Training to 15, and

allowed the President to assign Regular Army officers and "

noncocmissioned officers to National Guard units without a request from

the governors, Additionally, the Natioanl Defense Act redesignated the

Division of Militia Affairs as the Militia Bureau, moved the Bureau

under the direct control of the Secretary of War, and authorized

pc:ittors for two National Guard officers on the Bureau's staff.":

The National Defense Act of 1920 amerded the National Defense Act h

of 1916. The changes Included establishing the Army of the United

States and listing Its three components: the Regular Army, the Organized

Reserves, and the National Guard, The 1920 Act also changed the position

of the Chief of the Militia Bureau to a National Guard officer's

position, and moved the Militia Bureau under the direct supervision of

an assistant secretary of war. Under the Act, the Regular Army picked

Up the additional peacetime duty of supervising the training of the 2

-7-
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reserve forces.-

A further amerent of the National Defense Act of 1916 occurred In

1933. The gist of this a,.erckent was to streamline te call-up

procedure, eliminating the nee-J to first disband Natonal Guard units

and then draft trelr personnel as Individual replacements. .4

Additionally, the Militia Bureau was redesignated the National Guard

Bureau .

The National Guard's contributions during World War II, while

significant to the war effort, have little bearing on and will rrt be

discussed In this st"y. The most significant policy change relevant to

this study to come out of World War II occurred in October 1945, when

Secretary of War Stimson issued policies that allowed the federal

govermnent to supervise military instruction and to furnish field

training facilities, pay, uniforms, equipment, and ammuritlon for the

National Guard." Although many minor changes have subsequently been

made, these basic policies remain In effect today.

The last major attempt to fully merge the ARNG Into the Army

structure occurred shortly after World War II. In 1947, Secretary of

Defense Forrestall appointed a board, named after Its chairman, Gordon

Gray, to examire the reserves and reconmend their most suitable role(s).

The Gray Board reported that the National Guard system, with Its

Inherent dual loyalty to both the state and the federal government,

could not enhance national security. The Gray Board recommended the

merger of the National Guard into the Organized Reserves, and Secretary

cN
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Forrestall concurred. Hcever, the ARM (through the lotbying efforts

of the National Guard Association (NGA) and a campaign In the NIGA's

magazine, The National Guardman) used the historical arguments--based on

states' rights--against such a merger to successfully persuade_ Congress

to maintain the status q.uo.?

Nonetheless, the issue of control of the ARNG has by no means been

fully resolved. An example of the sensitivity Congress, the Army, and

the National Guard maintain towards this issue Is found in the report on

the 1983 hearings on Full-Time Support held by the Subcommittee on the

Department of Defense of the Committee on Appropriations of the House of

Representatives. In the 8 June 1983 subcommittee hearing, --

Representative Jamie L. Whitten, Democrat from Mississippi, Chairman of

the Committee on Appropriations, made the following observation:

I came to Congress in 1943.... .Iln the years I
have been here, It has been the Guard and the
Reserves that has (sic] maintained public support
for the military. We have constantly to watch to
see that they are not moved In on by the regular
forces. And I think that is historically true.'

Lieutenant General Emmett H. Walker, Jr., Chief of the National

Guard Bureau, was one of the witnesses that day. In his summary

statement, he said:

One of the burning questions we have out there
today, sir, is State versus Federal control. The
National Guard Bureau has felt from the very
beginning of this [Active Guard and Reserve (AGR)]
program that it was the Congress' Intention that the
AG serving under Title 32 [of the U.S. Code] be
under control of the States. . .

I am sure you are aware that the Judge Advocate

19
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General of teArmy and the Gener.al Counsel of the
Army, In their interpretation of the statutes, have
ruled that Title 32 AGR personnel are on Federal
active duty and not under the control of the State.
We believe that this needs to be clarified ....

The two burning Issues we have out there are,
one, the clarification of the State versus Federal
control, and the other is that we must have a stable
environmnent with continuing growth, without
constantly changing Instructions.22

Representative J. Kenneth Robinson, Repu~blican from Virginia, added

his concern when he commrented on a letter he had received from the

Adjutant General of Virginia, Major General Kastles, in which the latter

deplored the lack of firm, consistent direction In the AGR programn.

Representative Robinson said:

I wonder, hearing that from Virginia, where the
National Guard has always teen a very significant
asset, where the mo~rale has customarily been very
high, and sensing an attitude that Is represented
there by General Kastles, to what degree you sense
that this Is affecting the morale of the Guard as a
whole.

I sense a fragmentation of the Guard from
state-to--state (sIcl, and a deterioration of the
morale that com'es from the knowledge of knowing that
It Is a state-oriented asset, It is a state-oriented
military asset, which Is now being directed to a
degree from Washington [,D.C.,] and troat is viewed
as unhealthy and unwise.'3

Discussions of state versus federal control and of methods to t

Insure that the will of Congress is enforced continued throughout this

hearing. The Ar-my's position, based upon the rulings of Its General

Counsel and Its Judge Advocate General, ci ted above, was that the Army

controlled the personnel In the AGR program. This view was not shared

I-%i
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by the National Guard Bureau representatives or by a nmber of the

csu or i ttee members.

The final appropriations bill (the subject of the hearings cited

above) was passed by Congress on 24 September 1983. Sections 502 and

504 of the Department of Defense Authorization Act stated that AGR.

personnel serving under Title 32 of the U.S. Code were under the command

and control of their respective state authorities. 4

Obviously, the Issue of state versus federal control Impacts on the

relationships between the Army ad the ARNG. The trend over the past

two centuries has clearly been towards greater federal control over the

state forces. Recent actions in this regard include Secretary of

Defense Laird's 1970 announcement of the Total Force concept, which he

refined into the Total Force policy In 1973, and the Army's attempted

control of the AGR program.2  However, It Is clear that the

relationship between the active Army and the ARNG will not be that of a

chain of command, but will remain advisory in nature Unless there Is a

definitive change In Congressional guidance conerning the matter of -

state versus federal control of the ARN!. -2

The Total Army, then, is composed of three parts: the Regular

Army, the Army National Guard of the United States, and the Army

Reserve. "  The Total Army has evolved over the past two centuries from

two distinct organizations: the Army and the Militia. Within the Total

Army structure, and at the highest levels of the federal government,

there remains an acknowledged distinction between the Regular Army's

21.°
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primarv role and tho primarily state-orlented role of the AFM'.

FULL-TIE MAWING

The day-to-day work of the Army Is closely paralleled in the ARNG.

The troops are not present In the ARN (during nontraining period-), but

the administration, logistics, and training preparation must still be

accomplished In order to maintain a relatively high state of readiness.

Historically, the dally tasks of the P:G have been performed primarily

by the ARNG military technician (MT) force. The MT force traces its

history to the horse caretakers of the early Militia regiments. This

caretaker force gre.w, at state expense, until 1956 when the government

began to fund "caretakers and clerks."28  Ir 1969, the federal

government granted MTs full civil service status.29

One recently developed major program designed to Increase tre

readiness of the ARNG is the Full-Time Manning (FTM) program. The FTM

program is designed to supplement--not replace--the MT program .3

Army Regulation (AR) 135-2, Army National Guard and Army Reserve

Full-Time Manning, states the FTM program's objectives Ire to:

Provide full-time personnel and skills to enhance
readiness through improved training, administration,
personnel, maintenance, supply, and operational
activities[, and to] improve unit readiness, and
mobilization or deployment planning and preparation to a -
level that provides an adequate assurance of unit I
response time and capability."31

FTM personnel are assigned against unit modified tables of *,.-

•%
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organization and equipment (MTCE) positions.3 These individuals belong

to the unit; they are not advisors. 3 Personnel serving In FT.

positions authorized under AR 135-2 are either Active Guard/Reserve

(AGR), Full-Time Support (FTS), or Active Component (AC) personrel. FTM

AGR personnel are National Guardsmen and Army Reservists on full-time 1. 4

active duty in FTM positions working solely in support of the FTM

program. FTS personnel are civilians who work on a full-time basis In

support of the FTM program; they do not deploy with the units they .

support. FTM AC personnel are Regular Army and reserve components

personnel (the latter on extended active duty) serving In support of the

FTM program.3' (The terms "full-time active duty" ard "extended active "

duty" refer to differently funded programs, both of which provide

authorizations for full-time active service for RC personnel.)

FTM personnel provide the daily continuity necessary for the unit's

aininistrative, logistical, and training support performing necessary

activities between Inactive Duty Training (IDT) drills to insure

productive training during drills. The research for this study did not

produce a single view opposed to the FTM concept. Many different views

were presented about which Is the most effective group of support

personnel (AGR, FTS, or AC), but all comments concerning the FTM program

recognized the need for some type of continuous support In ARNG units."s

An Indicator of the perceived effectiveness of the FTM program Is Its

anticipated growth rate through 1988. According to Secretary of Defense

Caspar Weinrberger, the program will increase by more than W1% In the

23:
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next four years "In order to bring combat readiness to required
~~levels. ,

One position established in the PRNG ACRs under the FTM program is

that of Company/Troop Training NCO. This position provides the unit

corander with an additional full-time assistant who augments the Unit

Administrator and any other full-time personnel In the unit.

As an advisor and branch assistance team chief, I observed training

preparation both before and after the establish r ent of the FTM training

NCO positions. Prior to the time these positions were filled, the level

of training preparation in most of the company-level units I advised or .

assisted was usually less than adequate. After the training rrs had

been in place long enough to know their job (usually 1-2 months), this

was no longer the case, and most of the units I worked with were fairly

well-prepared to conduct their scheduled training.

Much of what a company-level unit does or falls to do, especially

during IDT drills, often depends on how well the TM personnel do thelr

jobs between drills. The corinarder is responsible for tre unit's

performance, but the unit's FTM personnel are the training mainqstays for

the unit between drills. The FTM personnel selection system is
I

described in AR 135-2; FTM personnel are trained at the Nattorz! Guard

Professional Education Center (NGPEC) to Insure that they are fjlly

qualified for their duty positions." ,

ATTITU[ES IN ThE AR"°
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The final factor in the AF1,IG training envirornent that this chapter .

will discuss is attitude, both within and outside of the Ag1 G.

Attitudes are Important In training-willing students and professional

(and comr-rtent) trainers are necessary ingredients for any type of

training. This combinatiorn is especially critical in the ARNG, due to

the limited availability of training time and, often, the lack of

equipment to train with.
38

The attitude inside the ARNG has changed fundamentally in recent

years. The ARNG is a critical component in our deterrence and defense

plans, and this fact has been stressed repeatedly by our nation's key

defense officials. Moreover, these same officials have backed their

words with actions. Along with the structure changes of the mid-and

late 1970s, most units were aligned with a CAPSTOrE headquarters,

beginning in the early 1980s. Under the CAPSTONE program, ARNG units

are encouraged to train with the units they are scheduled to fight with,

and they are given a real-world mission to train for. Furthermore, many

APNr units have been identified as Roundout units, and these units are

Integral corrponents of--rt additions to-the active Army units they are

affiliated with.
3'

In addition to the CAPSTOME program, several other programs have

been developed to stimulate the Total Force policy, Including th'e Key

Personnel Upgrade program (KPLP), the Captains-to-Europe program, and

the refinement of the COW"JS training base command and control structure.

-:..::.:
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Part of the latter Included the ref irement of the role the Contirental

United States Armies (CrJSLSA) play In ARNG training and mcbllIzation,

and the est-l shrint of U.S. Army Readiness Groups to provide traintrg

a-d mobilization assistance to APNG and LUAR units, The end result of

these developments Is that the ARNO has been shown through actions, not

just words, that Its role in our national defense has expanded. One of

the responses of the ARNG's members to this expanded role has been an

improved professional attitude.

A comment by then-Major General John R. Galvin, Jr., highlights one

example of this demonstrated increased professional attitude Inside the

ARNG. In discussing the participation of a Roundout unit (the 48th

Infantry Brigade (Mech) of the Georgia ARNG) in Exercise BOLD EAGLE 82,

he said:

Now that I've seen their headquarters In the field during

BOLD EAGLE I am thoroughly convinced that these people are
true professionals .... They performed extremely well. There
was very little difference between the performarce of the
48th and the active Army brigade working alongside of them.

Since 1970, the Army has dramatically changed the way it conducts

training, with the Introduction of the Battalion Training Management

System (BTMS), the Army Training and Evaluation Programs (ARTEPs), and

Soldier's Manuals. Basically, the BTNS provides guidelines for planning

and conducting training; the ARTEPs list comtat critical tasks, the

conditions these tasks must be executed under, and the required L.

standards of performance; and the Soldier's Manuals provide the tasks,

conditiors, and standards for skill levels (related to grade and

. . -.



position) for each military occpatlonal specialty (,fJS). The

Introduction of the BTiS, ARTEPs, and Soldier's Manuals has also served

to improve the corrpany-level training environment In the ARNG; BTS

provide these units detailed guidance, and the ARTEPs and Soldier's

Manuals tell them what is to be trained, under what conditions, and to

what standard. This refined training system, coupled with the

real-world mission and training guidance provided by the CAPSTCNE

headquarters, has dramatically changed the ARNG company-level training

envirorwnent from that of pre-1970.

In 1984, Major General (Ret.) William E. Ingram, then-President of

the National Guard Association of the United States, sunmmed up this new

training environment, saying:

A retired Guardsman of just five years [sic]
probably would not recognize the National Guard
today. We are being equipped with the most
sophisticated and modern weapons systems available
and manned by increasing nurbers of full-time
Guardsmen, Guard units are training longer, more
often, on misslon-oriented tasks at prime training
sites both overseas and around the continental
United States (CCNJS). The National Guard has
become an Important part of the Total Force
policy.4 -

The attitudes outside the ARM are Important to the training

atmosphere, for two reasons. First, the attitudes outside the ARNG are,

In the aggregate, public opinion-often a determining factor with regard

to appropriations. Strong negative public opinion could hamper the

appropriations for many worthwhile programs, thus retarding still

necessary Improvements In the ARNG. Conversely, the lack of strong

27
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regative putl'c opinion (rct necessarily Indicating strong posItlve

public opinion) would not tend to have the same adverse effect.

Second, future ARN'G enlistments -,411 reflect the attitudes outsld-

the ARNG. A statement made by Lieutenant General (Ret.) Arthur S.

Collirs, in his bock Common Sense Training, sums up this aspect:

Active duty personnel tend to think that the problems of
the Reserve Components and the Active Arm/ are similar,
but they are so only up to a point. One major difference
is the company commander'n time-consming responsibility
to recruit In his community, an essential Ingredient in
maintaining the strength of his unlt.*2

The harder a crrmander has to work to overcome adverse public opinion to

meet his recruitment goals (and his retention goals), the less time and

energy he will have to devote to training or to getting traired himself.

The A~fM. has manning problems that differ from those of the active Army,

In that ARNG units' members come from local communities; If a unit

cannot attract members from the local community, that unit operates and

trains at less than full strength. My personal observations and several

conversations I have had with ARG officers on this topic lead me to

believe that, In practice, strength maintenance, especially recruiting,

is accorded a higher priority than training is accorded. Thus, a

company-level comander, if forced to choose between using his limited

authorized training time maintaining his unit's strength level or

training his unit and himself, may well choose the former over the

latter, even though he may be a very conscientious trainer and training

manager,
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P.ELIC OPINION OF THE ARN"

The ARNG had a poor reputation to overcome in the mld-1970s, due to

a combination of factors which are beyond the scope of this study.' :

However, with the increased role of the P'Q In the Total Army, the

attitude outside the ARNG can be expected to be Increasingly linked with

public opinion of thie active Army. Recently, the active Army has been

touting the Improvement In the quality of its new recruits. The same L

Improvement Is found In today's AR4G recruits--more with high school

diplcras, and fewer in Mental Category IV--indlcating an Improving

attitude towards the ARNG (as well as the active Army)." .

An example of a ccmmonly held attitude, both positive and negative,

towards the ARNG Is the letter printed in the February 1985 issue of

Military Review. Writing In response to a previously published article K.
about training problems encountered by the ARNG due to Its restricted

training days allocation, Colonel (Ret.) Irving Heymont states:

The notion that our voluntary Army Reserve system can [,
In 33 or 39 days training per year,) produce acceptably
ready units of all types on mobilization flies In the
face of experience and logic. In the four mobilizations
of Army Reserve components since World War I, it was
necessary to conduct, at the minimum, a full program of -
unit (collective) training after mobilization.
Improvements In the Reserve system since World War II
have greatly reduced the requirements for
post-mobilization individual training but little more.
The field tests of the 050 [Office of the Secretary of
Defense] Reserve Component Test Program [conducted In
the early 1970s] showed that the best to be expected in
peacetime was company-level training proficiency and that
only with extensive (and expensive) Active Army
suport .... The Total Force concept has a wonderful sound; ..
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however, It is a hollow sound if reservists, regardless
of thelr dcedlcation, are expected to do what is not
possible "

As alread-y discussed, a nutsr of efforts have been undertaen to

make th;e Total Force concept's sound a solid one, rather than a "hollow"

one. The Total Force concept has been matured into the Total Force

policy, and this policy has resulted in several new and refined prograns

and systems desigred to insure the land coponent of the Total

Force-te Total Army--operates on a sound foundation of a

wel 1-intevrated active Army/ARNG/USAR structure.

The training environment in the ARNG has changed dramatically in

the recent past. At the company level, the CAPSTONE program, the

recently revised Army training system, and the FTM program, have been

largely responsible for this major change. For the company-level

commanders in the ARNG ACRs (as well as in the remainder of the AR."-

units) this changed training environment has refined the training

structure in the ARMJG, given the commanders real-world missions to train

for, and established the tasks, conditions, and standards for this

training. Complementing this change In the training environment are the

changes in the attitudes within the ARNG and outside the ARNG; Guardsmen

are more professional than they were in recent past, and they are

generally recognized as being such by norr-Guardsmen.
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CHAPTER TWO EfNOTES

'U.S. Department ot the Army. The Deoartment of the Army Manual
%'Wash Ingt-on, D.C. : U.S. Government Printing OtffIce, ApriI 19K2): p.
1-7. (CI ted hereaf ter as Manu.)

2The date of the name change varies between sources, since the
names "National Guard," "Organized Militia," and "Militia" were
frequently used Interchangeably, even In official dcctuments. The
Militia Act of 1903 (also known as the Dick Act) recognized the National
Guard as the Organized Militia, and "sought to bring Its training
program, organization, and equipment in line with that of the Regular
Army" (Manual: p. 5-11). The date cited here (1916) is found in
Colonel (Ret.) R. Ernest Di.uy's book, The Compact History of the United
States Army, 2d ed. (New York: Hawthorne Books, November 1956): p.
220J.

3John K. Mahon, History of the Militia and the National Guard (New
York: Macmillan Publishing Co., 1983): p. 148. (Cited hereafter as
Militia.) According to this source, the Initial formation of the Army
Reserve only provided for individual, not unit, augmentation to the
Army.

4Henry Steele Ccrnager, ed. Documents of American History (New ""''

York: Meredith Pub. Co,, 1963): p. 141.

'Ibid., p. 143.

-John K. Mahon, The American Militia: Decade of Decision,
179-1600 (University of Florida Monographs, Spring 1960): pp. 7,
18-21. (Cited hereafter as American Militia.)

7Russell F. Weigley, ed. The American Military: Readin~s in th
History of the Military In American Society (Menlo Park, CA.:
Addison-Wesley Pub. Co., 1969): p. 3. (Cited hereafter as Readings.)

$Ibid., p. 5.

'American Militia: p. 5.

'General Washington, Alexander Hamilton, and other Federalists,
proposed forming a federally-controlled militia corps, organized without
reference to state lines. This corps would provide uniformity to the
Militia In training, service, and equipment. The differences of opinion"---"

cited here were the military aspects of the larger differences between
the Federalists (Hamilton, et al.) and the Anti-Federalists (under
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Thomas Jefferson's leadership). For a further discussion of this
subject, see Russell F. Weigley's book, History of the United States
A (New York: Macmillan Pub. Co., 196-7), pp. 74-143. See also
Edward Meade Earle, "Adam Smith, Alexander Hamilton, Friedrich List:
The Economic Foundation of Military Power," in Makers of Modern
Stratey, ed. Edward Meade Earle (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton Univ.
Press, 1943): pp. 128-13.

"Militia: p. 52.

lAmerican Militia: pp. 126 and 127, and Manual: p. 5-8.

0Ibid., p. 5-11.

14The bill Is known as the Dick Act due to Ohio Congressman Charles
Dick's efforts to insure Its passage. At that tire, Congressman Dick
was also a major general in the Ohio National Guard (and was designated
as the CcmTrander--not the Adjutant General--of the Ohio National Guard),
the president of the National Guard Association, and the chairman of the
House Comittee on the Militia.

5Militia: pp. 140 and 143.

'$Ibid., pp. 148-149.

"Ibid., p. 171. See also Manual: p. 5-15.

"Ibid., pp. 174-175. This amendment established the National
Guard of the United States, consisting of federally recognized National
Guard units which had been specifically admitted into it. This
amencdent also recognized an additional part of the National Guard, that
being the National Guard of the several states, which consisted of the
National Guard units and personnel (e.g., the adjutants general and
their state staffs, and units not selected for federal recognition) not
admitted Into the- National Guard of the United States.

"Lieutenant Colonel (Ret.) Sol Gordon, exec. ed. 1984 National
Guard Almanac (Washington, D.C.: Lee A. Sharff, 1984): p. 58. (Cited
hereafter as Almanac.)

"Militia: p. 201. For a full discussion of these arguments and a

sumnation of the Gray Board's recomendations, see "The National
Guard.. .What of its Future?", The National Guardsman 2 (April, 1948):
pp. 4-9. '

"1U.S. Congress, House Committee on Appropriations, Department of
Defense Appropriations for 1984: Hearings, 98th Cong., 1st sess., 8
June 1983, p. 365. (Cited hereafter as Hearings.) Congressman Whitten
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was observing the subtcommittee hearings that day, and was not scheduled
to appear as a witness. Though not a member of the subcommittee,
Congressman Whitten made his remarks as the chairman of trbe House
Committee for Apropriatlors.

2 Ibid., p. 366.

2Ibid., p. 410.

2 4National Guard Bureau, 1983 Annual Review (Washington, D.C.:
National Guard Bureau, 1983): p. 35. (Cited hereafter as 1983 Review.)

""Hearings: p. 370. The Total Force policy codified the reforms
begun under the Total Force corcept in 1970.

26A related issue concerns what the states do to fill the void left
by Army National Guard units activated for federal service. Though
beyond the scope of this study, this topic is also relevant and must be
dealt with by force planners. In an excellent article published In the
September 1984 issue of Military Review, "State Defense Forces: The
Missing Link in National Security," George J. Stein explores the various L
legal options left open to the states to form a Home Guard or a State
Guard.

2?Manual: p. 6-2.

"U.S. General Accounting Office. Report to Stephen J. Solarz,

House of Representatives: Information on Military Technician
Conversions to Full-Time Active Duty Guard and Reserve (8 September
1982): Appendix I, p. 2. (Cited hereafter as Conversions.)

"Almanac: pp. 60-62. Some MTs (e.g., comptrollers and public
affairs officers) were not granted full civil service status, but
remained state employees. Under the National Guard Technicians Act of
1968 (Public Law 90-486), ARNG MTs are required to be members of the
units they work In (Conversions: App I, p. 2).

"When the program began, some MT positions were exchanged
one-for-one for AGR slots. However, this system was not continued.
After June 1980, units Identified as needing additional full-time
support were authorized additional positions, either Active
Guard/Reserve or Full-Time Support, in addition to their authorized MT
positions. The current system includes provisions for both one-for-one
swaps and for additional authorizations. In 1982, at the request of :
Representative Stephen J. Solarz, Democrat from New York, the General
Accounting Office (GAO) conducted an Investigation Into the conversion
process. In Its report, issued 8 September 1982, the GAO st~zmartzed a
key concern a number of the representatives on the House Committee on
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Appropriations expressed about the FTM program: "The Army now prcpos-es
almost 5,900 more conversions, and Increases of almost 25,000 In tha
number [of AGRI personnel over the next 5 years. However, the Army Is
not sure if these proposals will Improve (the reserve component's]
readiness." (Conversions: p. 1).

31U.S. Department of the Army. Army Regulation 135-2,w/ Interim
change, Army National Guard and Army Reserve Full Time Manning (1 March
1iFT2): para 6b and 6c. (Cited hereafter as AR 135-2.)

32Ibid., para 7d.

33Ibid., para 7e. An exception Is that active component (AC)
personnel (including Regular Army personnel and reservists on extended
active duty) In the FTM program "are not authorized to take part In any
State-ordered periods of active duty, if, by so doing, they would
violate the 'Posse Comitatus' Act. (See 10 USC 1285)" (Ibid., para 7g).
AR 135-2 applies to the ARNG FTM personnel authorized under Section
502(f), Title 32, United States Code, as well as to USAR FTM personnel
authorized under Section 672(d), Title 10, U.S. Code. ..

34Ibid., para 4. FTS personnel are civilians employed In support
of the FTM program. These Individuals are either status quo technicians
(civilians hired under earlier full-time support programs and retained
under their prior contractual agreements) or civil service personnel.

, SAR 135-2, w/ cl, Army National Guard and Arm/ Reserve Full Time
Manning (1 March 1982), and AR 135-18, Active Duty and Full-Time Duty In
Support of the Army National Guard, Army National Guard of the United
States, and the IS Army Reserve (1 April 1984) are the governing
regulations ooncerning FTh support. As valuable as the FTM program Is,
there are still some drawbacks to it as it Is currently configured. For
Instance, It Is possible to have FTM personnel In several categories
(e.g., AGR, FTS, or AC) working In the same unit at the same time. . -
These individuals all work for the same person--the unit
acrander--during weekend Inactive Duty Training (IDT) and summertime
Annual Training (AT), but each may work for a different supervisor
during the week. Usually this problem Is worked out with a gentleman's
agreement between the different supervisors, but the potential for
conflicting demands, priorities, and loyalties certainly exists.

, Another problem area is that the A/R category of FTh personnel is
creating an elite within the RC due to some of the special provisions
that relate to this category, such as requirements to attend resident
training, authorization for full-time active Army commissary and medical
privileges, and higher pay than some of the other FTM personnel
categories for similar positions.

"Report: p. 85.
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3AR 135-2: para 6e.

3A9ARNG units pool much of their equipment at Annual Training sites,
for common use by all ARNG units that train with that type of equipment
at each site. Since the ARNG units are equipped generally in accordance
with active Army MTOEs, this lilmits the amount of equipment remaining at

N the unit armories for IDT training.

i9U.S. Department of the Army, Army Regulation 11-30, CAPSTONE
Progr.. (1 Octcber 1983). In addition to being designated as Roundout
units, units may be classified as Affiliated units (augmentation units)
or as Mobilization and Deployment Capability Improvement (M.CI) units
(aligned for training purposes only).

*$Staff Sergeant Thomas F. Doherty, "Reversal of Roles: Guard
Ctmands," National Guard 36 (February 1932): p. 11. See also In this
Issue "Reserve Forces are No Longer In Reserve," pp. 20-23, an interview
with Dr. Edward J. Philbin, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Reserve Affairs. . ,

"Major General (Ret,) William E. Ingram, "Guardsmen Must be
Professional Soldiers," National Guard 38 (November 1984): p. 1.

4 Lieutenant General (Ret.) Arthur S. Collins, Common Sense
Training: A Working Philosophy for Leaders (Novato, California:
Presidio Press, 1975): p. 191.

'Some of the factors that contributed to the unfavorable
Impressions of the ARG In the 1970s were the fact that the ARNG was not
called up on a large scale during the Vietnam war, and the ARNG's
handling of the 1967 disturbances in Newark, New Jersey and Detroit,
Michigan, and the 1970 disturbance at Kent State University.
Additionally, the equipment In ARNG units perennially was hand-me-cw4n
equipment from the active Army, giving the ARNG the apparent status of a
second class organization, For a fairly comprehensive, albeit
unfavorable, view of the National Guard during this period, see Colonel
(Ret.) George Walton's book, The Tarnished Shield (A Report on Today's
Army) (New York: Dodd, Mead and Co.: 1973).

44Investment: p, 183.

'Colonel (Ret.) Irving Heymont, 'Reserves Face Training
Constraints," Military Review 65 (February 1985): pp.75-7C, l
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III .

CHAPTER TIREE:

H(W WE TRAIN OFFICERS

The Army's keystone training regulation, AR 350-1, Army Training,

states: "The Army's ONLY training goal Is to develop a combat ready

force which Is physically and psychologically prepared to fight and win

global war. "' Furthermore, it states the objective of reserve

components (RC) training is to "attain the highest possible state of

individual and collective proficiency that can be achieved in a

premobIlization training environment."2 With these guidelines in mind, -

this chapter will discuss the officer Individual training system in the

Total Army, and then will focus on Army National Guard-specific officer

training.

TOTAL ARMY OFFICER INDIVIDUAL TRAINING

AR 350-1, Army Training, recognizes "that RC units cannot,

realistically, complete as much training in the same calendar year as ..

Active Army units."2 However, the Army training system as described In

AR 350-1, and as modified by the appropriate additional Army and

National Guard regulations, remains oriented on preparing "units that

know how to, can, and will deploy, fight, and win."' All training must,

therefore, relate to preparing the Army for global war, and the Army
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training standards and goals apply across the board to all officers In

the Total Army. 9

The Army begins Its officers' military trainIng In Its various

precommtissioning programs. This training is based on an approved

Headquarters, U. S. Army, Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) program

of Instruction (POI) . This POI is a building block In a relatively new

system of officer training called the Military Qualifications Standards

program. The Military Qualification Standards (MQS) program was

Initiated as a result of the Review of Education and Training for

Officers (ETO) study, conducted between August, 1977, and June, 1978.

The RETO study found that 1he officer training system was generally

Ineffective in preparing otficers for their assignments.'

The MQS program Is designed to establish uniformity among the

various officer training programs and schools. The MQS program Is a

series of tasks, developed for all officer specialties, with supporting

manuals, training programs, and certification Instruments (tests), and

Is applied to three levels of training and certification. MQS [level] I

deals with precommissionIng; MQS II deals with lieutenants' training;

and MQS III deals with captains' training. MQS I was fully Implemented

In all precommissioning programs by January 1984; MIS II and M4S III are

currently undergoing staffing and pilot programs, with a tentative

implementation date of June, 1986, for both levels. The overall

objective of the MQS program Is to better prepare officers for their

next series of assignments.'
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After commissionlng, Army officers continue t helr military '

education and training, which, according to FM 25-2, Unit Training I

Mtanagerren t.- . .

consists of numerous schools and courses, usually iirked
to grade and time in service. Leader training In units
prepares officers for present and future assignments and • -
complements their formal military education.'

The officers' initial post-conissioning schooling is usually the

branch officer basic course (OBC). Active duty officers attend the

basic course "as soon as possible after entry on active duty," and ARNG

officers attend "as prescribed by the CNG8 [Chlef of the National Guard

Bureau]."-

According to The Department of the Army Manual, "The basic course

prepares the officer for his first duty assigrments at the

co'pany/battery level."'1  According to General Willlan R. Richardson,

Cormanding General, TRADOC, the objective of today's OBC Is to "produce

a junior leader capable of Immediately taking charge of his unit on

arrival and knowing exactly how to train that unit for Its wartime

mission the very next day."" The specifics of the armor officer and

armored cavalry officer basic courses will be given later in this

chapter. .

The next step In formal training (schooling) for officers is the

branch officer advanced course (OAC). The OAC provides leadership and

branch-specific training for first lieutenants and captains."

According to The Department of the Army Manual: "The advancetd] course .-

prepares the officer[s] to be tactically and administratively competent

.3,,.
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corpany/battery comanders and provides Introduction to the duties

required of battalion and brigade staff officers."'' 4 The instruction In

today's combat arms OACs emphasizes hands-on training. According to

General Richardson, the combat arms OAC's objective is "to develop the

finest young tacticians the Army has ever had.""

Basically, precommissioning military training, the OBC, the OAC,

and leader training In units (discussed later In this chapter)

constitute individual officer training through the grade of captain.

The Combined Arms and Services Staff School (CAS) is a required course

for AC officers (based on a date of rark criteria); select ARNG officers

also attend. 6 However, according to General Richardson, the CAS "does

not now play a significant role In the professional development of

Reserve Component Officers"'? (emphasis mine); thus, It will not be

discussed In this study.

ACTIVE ARMY AMORED CAVALRY OFFICER TRAINING

The armor officer basic courses (AOBCs) and the armor officer 7.

advanced courses (AOACs) are conducted at the Armor Center and School,

Ft. Knox, Kentucky. AC8C students follow one of two tracks: Armor or

Armored Cavalry; the AOAC Is not tracked.

The purpose of the armored cavalry-specific ABC, as stated in the ..- ,v

preface to the program of Instruction (POl, Is -

To prepare newly commissioned officers for their first
duty assigrnment with emphasis on systems specific cavalry .'
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leader skills, to perform as a platoon leader of cavalry
units, and to acquire basic administrative, executive
skills and knowledges needed to advance beyond platoon
level assignments. Specialty for which trained: Cavalry
Platoon Leader (12C3C).I.

The armor-spectflc ACC's purpose statement has the same wording,

except "tark" replaces "cavalry", and the specialty for which tralned Is

OTank Platoon Leader (123C).""

A specialty skill Identifier (SSI) of either 128 (armor) or 12C

(armored cavalry) with an additional skill identifier of 3C (Indicating

that the officer was trained on the M60-series tank) is awarded to each

officer upon successful completion of the A08C. To the extent possible,

this SSI and ASI combination Is used to determine the type of unit to

which an officer Is assigned.3 '

The armor-specific AOBC's length Is 15 weeks; the armored

cavalry-specific ACC's length is 16 weeks, The instruction is divided

(in hourly blocks) as indicated below:

Armor/Armored Cavalry SU3JECT AFEA

360/451 Command and Staff
219/230 Weapons (tank weapons systems and

tank gunnery tables)
70/85 Maintenance
88/88 Training and Doctrine
66/69 Committee Instruction (communlcatlons andmap reading)"

33/33 School Brigade (inspections and
orientations)

*1/1 ARNO Branch Orientation

836/957 TOTAL

NOTE: "V" Indicates Instruction not counted in the armor-
specific AOBC POI's total hours.' 1
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The additional training week In the armored cavalry-specific AOBC

Is primarily used for training on the M3 cavalry fighting vehicle (CFV)

and the M113 armored personnel carrier (APC), and for other armored

cavalry-speclflc training. The largest single Increase In training time

over the armor-specific AOSC is an additional 82 hours of mounted

tactical training.:2

Upon graduation, the officers go to their Initial assignment and

begin their "leader training In units." In other words, they begin

practicing and refining the leadership skills they learned in

precommissioning training and In the ACC, through daily application In

accordance with the training plan of their headquarters.

If present plans for M4S II are approved, an additional phase of

leader training-a post-resident phase of Army Correspondence Course

Program (ACCP) instruction--will be required In the near future. Under

the M1S II conceptual plan, approximately 15% of the K4S II required

training will be in the post-resident ACCP phase, and certification of

this training will be tracked through the officer efficiency report

(DER) system. Additionally, eligibility requirements for promotion to

captain will include successful completion of this in-unit ACCP

training..1;

The next step in an active Army armor officer's training is the

Armor Officer Advanced Course (AOAC). Active Army officers normally

attend the advanced course as soon as practical after promotion to ,, -'
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captain, or as soon as possible after co~rpleting 4 yeafs of corr tissiored

service .24

The length of the AQAC is 20 weeks; unlike the ACEC, the course Is

not limited to armor branch students, but is also open to selected

infantry, artillery, engineer, and U.S. Marine Corps officers, The

purpose of the AOAC is to "prepare combat arms officers to command armor

and other corrmbined arms units at company level and to serve in staff

positions primarily at battalion and brigade level."" The course,

divided as follows, was revised in January, 1985, to accomodate certain

portions of the test MQS III program.

HCLRS SUBJECT AREA

57 Maintenance
675 Commrand and Staff
77 Wepons
10 School Brigade
90} Training and Doctrine
38 Committee Instruction

947 TOTALI 6

Even though It is not unconmon to have non-AOAC graduates

commandlng company-level units in the active Army, the AOAC Is the

course that is designed to prepare an armor officer for company-level

command (as well as for intermediate-level staff positions).

In addition to the military training detailed above, AR 351-1

states that the minimun civilian educational goal for comissioned

officers is "to attain an undergraduate degree," and they are also

"encouraged to get a graduate degree."?.
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ARMY N.ATIONAL WARD ARMOR OFFICER TRAINING

From January through March, 19A, HQ, TRADOC, conducted a study of

reserve components training. The results of this stLdy, couled with

additional taskings frcm Army Vice Chief of Staff, General Maxwell R.

Thurman, formed the basis for the Action Plan for Reserve Component

Training, distributed to the field on 6 August 1984.20 This plan has

dramatically affected RC officer individual training in the officer

basic course (OBC) and In the officer advanced course (OAC).

Previously, there were three options available to RC officers to L

fulfill their requirement to complete the OBC. They could: attend the

regular AC resident course, usually 8-14 weeks long; attend the RC (BC,

either 2 or 4 weeks long; or complete the Army Correspondence Course

Program (ACCP), an average of 295 credit hours.

However, major changes to the RC OBC system began in April, 1984,

with a message from HQ, Department of the Army (DA), to the major

subordinate commands. Key portions of the message include the

following:

1. Soldiers in the Total Army force deserve competent _
leaders. A return to mandatory resident Initial skill
qualification training will enhance the abilities of our
junior officers to perform their assigned duties.

2. Effective 1 April 1984, all newly commissioned ARN-
and USAR basic branch lieutenants must complete a
resident officer basic course (01C) to be educationally
qualified for promotion to first lieutenant....
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B. It is desired that all OCS (officer candidate
school] graduates attend IN (Infantry] resident OBC."
However, select OCS graduates with approval of the state
AG/CCAR (Adjutant General/Office of the Chief, Army"
Reserve) may attend a Reserve Component (RC) rezldent
course of no less than 8 weeks....

4. Basic branch second lieutenants appointed prior to 1
Apr 84 who are not SSI qualified must complete a resident
OBC to be educationally qualified for captain. Officers
are encouraged to attend the AC resident (OBC] but may
complete a RC resident OBC....

5. Policy options are under consideration by Department
of the Army to require a resident training experience for
all RC officers during their company grade years to be
educationally qualified for promotion to major ....

6. ...[The RC resident OBC) will consist of 3 phases:
Phase I Preparatory correspondence course.
Phase II Resident training (minimum 8 wks active
duty)
Phase III Take-home package"

This message was modified by General Richardson in an 11 June 1984
It

message which Included the tasking that the Armor Center (along with

other designated branch centers) "bring 8 week RC - CaZ on line by 30

may 85. ""

The impact of these changes is apparent in the revised AOC for RC

armor officers. First, the course length for the AOBC increased from 4

to 8 weeks (beginning in February, 1985), Moreover, the revised AOBC

POI Includes a requirement for add-on correspondence courses."

The composition of the present Armor Officer Basic Course for reserve

components officers is as follow-s:
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f-ELRS SUBJECT AR EA

313 Command and Staff
149 Weapcns
89 Committee Group Instruction
31 School BrigadelArmor Center
28 Maintenance

610 TOTAL 3

The purpose of the RC ACC is "To qualify newly commissioned

Reserve component officers in Armor Branch (SC [Specialty Code] 12) and

to prepare the officers to perform the duties of an Armor platoon

leader." 4  Obvious differences between this purpose statement and those

given for the AC AOBCs Include the lack of any references to "systems

specific" training or the acquisition of those "skills and knowledges

needed to advance beyond platoon level asslgrents."3 3

The fact Is that the training in the RC AOBC Is not systems

specific. The training is presently conducted almost exclusivley on

M60A3 tanks, with only 4 hours dedicated to the older M6OVAI tank fire

control systems.3 6 However, many APNG armor units do rot have either of

these tank types; rather, they are equipped with either M60 or M48A5

tarks, which have fire control systems similar to that of the M6eA1, but

which differ significantly from the IMGA3.-".

The reduced time for the RC ACBC course eliminates any training

beyond that for platoon-level assigrtnents, as well as much training that

is needed for tark platoon leaders. As currently structured, the RC

AOBC also includes no armored cavalry-specific training. For example,

the POI Includes no Instruction on armored cavalry vehicles or
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fundamental armored cavalry tactics. However, the emphasIs on hands-on

training remains, as the P0I &-)s Include the same 182 hours of mounted

tactical instruction given to the AC AC.C students .
3
0

In order to accoplish the training required but not given during

the resident phase, an additional 62 credit hours of the ACCP have been

added to the RC AOBC POI. Upon completion of this post-resident

Instruction, officers will be awarded the SSI 12A (Armor Officer,

General).3'

In actions similar to those taken to change the RC OJBC, the Army

also changed the RC OAC structure, A routine message dated 6 November

1984 modified the previously issued Reserve Component Training Action

Plan by totally eliminating the option for completing the OAC solely

through the ACCP. The three remaining valid options were: attending an

active component (AC) regular OAC; attending a full length RC resident

0AC; or completing a six-phase RC combination resident and ACCP 0AC.

The latter Is actually conducted in three phases: a pre-resident ACCP

phase; a resident phase, conducted in one, two, or three two-week

increments, either at the branch school or at a USAR school; and a

post-resident ACCP phase. The "six-phase" title refers to the specific

types of Instruction to be presented, a discussion of which Is not

relevant to this study".'"

At the Armor School, the course length for the full-length resident

RC AOAC remained at 12 weeks."1 The purpose of this course is the same

as that of the AC AOAC: to prepare combat arms officers to command at
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coamany level and to serve on battalion and brigade staffs.4' The

composition of the course Is as follows:

HOURS SLJECT

405 Command, Staff, and Doctrine
24 Weapons

6 Ccmnittee Gioup Instruction
4 School Brlgade/Armor Center

52 Maintenance
8 Total Army Briefings

499 TOTAL 43

A proposal has been made to TRADOC to add a post-resident ACC?

phase to RC resident OACs (Including the RC AOAC). If approved, this

would enable a restructuring of current curriculums to allow more

hands-on training than is presently possible during the resident phase

of the OACs. The proposed phase Is to be Identical to one of the phases

of the six-phase program, to allow students to easily change from one

program to the other, 4 4

The differences between the RC AOAC and the AC AOAC are vast. In

the B-week time differential, the AC AOAC Is able to go Into greater

detail in almost every area of the curriculum. Some instruction In the

AC course would be of questionable value in the RC course, including

1-hour blocks of instruction on the Canadian Army, the German Army, the

British Army, the French Army, the Italian Army, the Australian Army,

and the U.S. Marine Corps. However, the major difference Is that there

Is significantly less field time In the RC AOAC than In the AC AOAC--52

hours of tactical exercises without troops (TEWTs) and action drills in
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the former versus 167 hours of TEdTs, action drills, ard corard post

exercises (CPXs) In the latter." The RC ACAC does Irclude 59 bours of -

armored cavalry-specific training, which Is a significant Improvement -

for armored cavalry officers over the PC AC6C."

ARNG TRAINING T ME

National Guard Regulation (NGA) 350-1, Army National Guard

Training, directs that all federally recognized AR-C units conduct not

less than 48 paid unit training assemblies (UTAs) and a minimxn of 15

days of Annual Training (AT) per year.' A unit training assetbly (UTA)

Is a period of not less than four hours of inactive duty training

(IDT).48 The ARNG "training dayo often referred to is actually a

Multiple Unit Training Assembly (MLJTA)-2, or two combined UTAs." Many

units conduct IDT on a Saturday and a Sunday of the same weekend,

generally once a month, thus performing two MTrrA-2s (or 4 UTAs) 12 times

per year.

Additional training time can be granted to both units and

Individuals for various reasons and Is controlled in a number of

different categories. These additional training authorizations are

limited, primarily due to budgetary considerations. The additional

training time authorization categories this study will consider include

additional training assemblies (ATAs), which are used to suport

training or to conduct specialized training, and full-time training duty

,N..
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(FTTD), which Is used for AT, attendance at Army service schools, or

participation In exercises or similar duty.

ATAs are authorized to allow "selected personnel to conduct

specific training programs, prepare for training, and perform staff

supervision of unit training and readiness."" However, the only

authorized use at company-level is to prepare for training, and the

number of ATAs available for use is restricted by NGB-authorlzed unit

allocations and a limit of 12 ATAs per Individual per year.52 Thus,

although ATAs are available for use at the company-level, the

restrictions limit their use by company-level commanders.

FTTD is authorized for 'AT, attendance at Army service schools, s..

participation In small arms competition, attendance at military

conferences, and short tours of active duty for special projects: e.g.,

retention, ferrying of aircraft, and participation in exercises or other

similar duty," and may be performed with pay or without pay.5 FTTD Is

the category of additional authorized training time that Is most

frequently used for officer-specific training In units.

The ARNG training system Is based on the guidance given for active

Army training In FM 25-2, Unit Training Management and FORSCC-

Regulation 350-2, as modified by guidance given under the authority of

the state adjutants general (AGs) .5 This guidance varies from state to

state, but the research for this study Indicates that, generally, It

closely follows the active Army guidance.

The training tasks for ARNG units are developed from their CAPSTCN"E

..



headquarters' missions, from the appropriate Army Training and

Evaluation Program (ARTEP), and from directives from their state chain

of command." ARTEP 17-S5, The Armored Cavalry Sqrdrzon establls es the

"combat critical tasks, realistic battlefield conditins, ard minimun

standards of performance" for regimental armored cavalry squadrons."

Based on the above discussion, one might assume that the Army

National Guard's and the active Army's mission-orlented training would

be similarly conducted. However, this is often not the case, especially

where leader training Is concerned.

FM 25-2, Unit Training Management, says that formal military

schooling is complemented by leader training in units,' and describes

leader training as follows:

Leader training is based on what leaders, soldiers, and
units will do In war and how they will do it. It
develops a leader's ability to train and to lead. A
unit's leader-training program prepares leaders to
perform their leadership tasks, etrploy their units, and
make decisions....
TEWTs [Tactical Exercises Without Troops], CXs

[Command Post Exercises], and FTXs [Field Training
Exercises] are good performance-oriented techniques for
training leaders. Other techniques include developing and
practicing the following hands-on leadership skills:
-Conducting physical training (PT).
-Performing inspections.
-Leading dismounted drills,
-Coaching and critiquing on-the-job performance.
*Presenting classroom instruction.
Studying independently."

FM 25-2 also refers frequently to multi-echelon training when It

discusses leader training." Multi-echelon training-training leaders,

crews, and individuals at the same time--is not easy to orchestrate in

50.-
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the active Army under training conditions that are much more favorable

than those found in the A/RG. Consider, then, two of the three

squadrons used as the sample population for the data presented In

Chapter 4: In one squadron, the squadron headquarters and the tank

company are located in the sane town, and share the same armory. The 0.

closest armored cavalry troop armory Is 150 miles away, and the next

nearest armred cavalry troop armory Is an additional 90 miles away.

The four company-level maneuver units In this squadron operate from a k.

total of 8 different armories. In the second squadron, similar

circumstances exist--the circuit drive from one armory to all the other

armorles In this squadron Is 360 miles. 68  The physical separation In

these two squadrons-not an uncommon situation--poses a great hindrance

to effective multi-echelon, including leader, training,

Perhaps the greatest difference in training between the active Army

and the AF, however, Is the amount of time that can be effectively

used to train, The authorized 15 days for AT, plus 48 UTAs (24 days)

for IDT, are not enough time to accomplish most of FM 25-2's reconrmended

training exercises even once per year. In practice, It takes at least

one full day of a drill weekend to conduct a leader training exercise.

Units can use ATAs or, If the training Is appropriate, FTTD funds to

conduct leader training, but the demands on the leaders' time must be

kept to a reasonable level. It is not reasonable to expect any leader

to spend onehalf of his available training time away from his unit.1
'-...,

Nor Is It reasonable to expect him to willingly give up much additional
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personal and family time to be trained In what Is, Lsually, his second

profession, Excessive time demands on A.IG officers may force them to

choose between their primary (civilian) and their part-time (ARNG)

careers.

TRAINING PROLEMS

RC-specif ic training problems, Including restricted training time,

have been addressed by many people. For example, Major Sherwood E. Ash

discussed RC training problems In his 1982 Master of Military Art and

Science dissertation, THE TRAINING ASPECT OF RESERVE BATTALION COMBAT

READINESS: Can the training system be reoriented to produce combat

ready early-deploying (D+30) units?l After discussing several

proposals for modification of the present training system, as well as

discussing other proposed systems, Major Ash sumTarized his work as

follows:

When I first began this study, I believed that
sulstantial Improvements could be made within the
existing system. Improvements In training readiness can
only be obtained by increases In training time or
training quality. Unit training quality Is being -- 1
Improved, but [not to an acceptable level]. Therefore,
any further improvements in unit readiness must be
attained by Increases In training time.. I have come to
the [conclusion that the] Department of Defense must have
the capability to mandate increases in peacetime training
for early-deploying RC units.""

Subsequent events show that Major Ash was not alone In believing

that there was a need for Increases In peacetime RC training

%. -.. •'
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authorizations. In 1982, in testimony before Congress, Harry N.

Walters, Assistant Secretary of the Army for Manpower and Reserve

Affairs, stated that

Improvements to accelerate and enhance the readiness of
[selected Reserve Component units include:] providing
full-time NCOs down to company level; Increased funding
for selected units for tsree weeks (21 days) Annual
Training; additional JCS (Joint Chiefs of Staff) exercise
participations; [additional training days authorization]
for staffs to conduct connand post exercises with
CAPSTNE associates; and an additional 15 days of
counterpart training for key personnel. 63

The additional training time authorizations cited by Mr. Walters

suport the conclusion that the authorized 39 days of training time are

not adequate, by themselves, to allow an ARNG unit to properly prepare

for major training exercises. It must follow, therefore, that this time

also Is not adequate for ARM units to prepare for war or to conduct

leader training In units, the latter prcblem compounded by the already..

difficult practice of conducting leader training as part of

multi-echelon training.

In their article, OThe Reserve Component Dilemma, Mission Versus

Time,' Colonel (Ret.) Benjamin F. Sharp, Jr., and Major Donald B.

Skipper also address aspects of the issue of the effect of time

constraints on the RC's training ability.'4  One of their arguments is

as follows:

As more resources are directed toward the Reserve
components, a theoretical decision point is reached where
It becomes no more expensive--Indeed It becomes
desirable--to expand the Active forces rather than to
spend additional resources on the Reserve components."'.

..........



The authors contend that Congress and the Reserve Forces Policy

Board do not believe that we are approaching that point, and that trends

of Increasing missions, end strength authorizations, and funding for the

RC, while holding the active component at (or rear) current levels, will

continue." The authors state that the "existence of additional

training time [such as the special NTC training periods and FTTD

authorizatiors], beyond the legislated 38 or 39 days a year" ," supports

their conclusion that, with the increased number of missions and

Increased Importance of the RC, "Successful completion of [all training

and planning requirements] requires more training time than can be made

available in just 38 or 39 days a year."""

One aspect of training time not fully explored in any of the cited

discussions was the time-saving value of FTM personnel. In addition to

establishing positions for personnel to train full-time, the FTM program

Is extremely valuable because the FTM personnel perform necessary

routine acinistrative and logistical tasks daily that would otherwise

have to be performed during drill time. There Is some training value In

performing these routine tasks, but, especially for a combat unit, they

detract from the more important combat skills training.

Arnual Training (AT) presents a different set of circumstances than

IDT, but the administrative erosion of training time still occurs.

During AT, a unit Is able to spend large blocks of time training on Its

wartime tasks, as a unit, In a field environment, and AT Is often the

only time a commander can evaluate his unit's wartime task training.

34
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However, the administrative ad logistical functions must still be

accomplished (just as similar actions must be accomplished for active

Army field training). Put very simply, the unit must load out, move to

the AT site, draw equipment, and prepare for training before It can

actually begin mission-oriented training. After training, outprocessing

must be accomplished before the unit clears the AT site. OutprocessIng

can tae at least two, and sometimes four, dlys, Involving, as It does,

equipment clean-u and turn-in, range sweeps, and loading for the return

to home station. A detailed plan can insure this Is a smooth operation,

and FTM personnel should be used as much possible, however, the

aforementioned nontactical requirements exist, and accomplishing them

takes away from the limited AT training time. FORSCCO Regulation 350-2

is very optomistic when it says: "Well trained units will want to spend

10-12 days (of ATI in the field." '*

How much training is the average ARNG company-level commander

getting during his authorized training time? Professional training for

himself (and his platoon leaders) could occur during IDT, but, more

likely, this time is spent resolving unanticipated problems, reviewing

the work done by his unit's FTM members since the last drill,

coordinating with higher and supporting headquarters, or performing any -

number of other tasks that demand his attention. Only a small portion

of what the company-level commander does during IDT fits FM 25-2's

description of leader training. The company-level commander can get

excellent leader training (and conduct excellent unit training) during
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annual training, provided that the AT training plan Is well thought-out

and based on the unit's CAPST0E mission and the tasks, conditions, and

standards provided in ARTEP 17-55.

SUMMRY

ARNG company-level commanders face the competing demands of unit

training and leader training, both to be conducted within a limited, and

probably inadequate, authorized training time. Most ARIG units have 15

days authorized for annual training, and 24 days authorized for weekend

drills (IDT). More authorized training time is being provided to

selected units, and It appears that this trend will continue In the

Immediate future. The FTM program is one effective method of increasing

a unit's available training time, and this program has the additional

benefit of providing well-trained personnel In key positions.

The ARNG system of officer training parallels that of the active

Army. However, It differs from the active Army system In that the ARNG .

officers often attend a shorter AOBC and AOAC, and, therefore, do not

receive the same quantity of training. Once In the Unit, the ANG"

officer's training Is under the final control of the state AGs;

generally, this training Is In line with that recommended by the

CAPSTONE unit's headquarters. Recent changes to the ARNG officer

training system require resident training at an AOBC and at least some

resident training at an AOAC, eliminating the possibility of receiving
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credit for corrleting these courses solely through corresporderce

course-s.
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C_-CAPTER FCUR:

C0,WANDJ TRAINING IN THE ARNG ACS

According to AR 350-1, Army Training, "Training will be the top

priority for all commanders."' This chapter will examine the

effectiveness of the Army offlcer training system in preparing ARN-G

company-level con-anders in the ACRs to accomplish this "top priority."

Having previously developed an appreciation for the training environment

and the general training requirements for company-grade armor officers,

this study will now focus on the Sairple population of company-level

commanders. It will compare the training that they have received to the

training required, and will examine their units' use of selected

training assistance programs designed to enhance unit training.

To remain unclassified, this discussion will be limited to missions

common to armored cavalry units, including the three subject squadrons,

configured under the H-serles TOEs. ARTEP 17-55, The Armored Cavalry

Squadron, is the source document for these missions and their related

tasks, conditions, and standards.

The first question this chapter must answer is: "What is (are) the

training mission(s) of the sample population AING ACR troop and company

commanders?" The first part of the answer to this question comes from

the stated training mission for AERtG units. National Guard Regulation

350-I, Army National Guard Training contains the following mission

-'.4,• "
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statement:

Units of the Army National Gu ,rd have a dual mission as
follows:

a. Federal or State. To provide units organized,
equippped, and trained to function efficiently at
existing strength in the protection of life and property
and the preservation of peace, order and public safety
under competent orders of Federal or State autrcrities.

b. Federal. To provide units with qualified
individuals for active service in time of war or national
emergency in support of the Army's war plars and at such
times as the national security may require augmentation
of the active forces.

2

This study is concerned only with the ARNG's preparation for its wartime

mission. However, the dual mission must be recognized, as it has a L

significant impact on training planning in the ARNG.

The training objective for RC units, according to AR 350-1 Army

Training, is to "attain the highest possible state of individual and

collective proficiery that can be achieved in a prenobilizaion training

environment.'" In the ARNG, as in the active Army, company-level

commanders are the primary trainers in their units; as such, they

prepare, execute, and supervise the training in and of their units.4

Thus, the subjects of this study, the three tank company and nine

armored cavalry troop commanders, have the primary responsibility for -j

training their units to support the Army's war plans, from mobilization

through commitment on the battlefield. The exact level of training

required is related to each unit's priority for commitment, but, as

discussed in Chapter One, no ARNG unit can afford to wait until

mobilization to train for Its wartime mission; all ARNG units must

6f.:.-.
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strive to be as ready as possible, as soon as possible.

In order for ccmianders to accomplish their "top priority" training

mission, they themselves must be trained and must use the training

assistance available to Increase the effectiveness of their limited

training time. The criteria used in this study to determine the extent

of the commanders' training are their military education, their level of

experience, and the mission training they have done, as commanders, .. I

based on the missions in ARTEP 17-55.

The discussion of the extent of the commanders' use of external

training resources considers those external teams and programs available

to the commanders that could have a direct and positive impact both on

the commanders' personal training and their units' training. All uses

of external resources cited in interviews with ARNG ACR personnel have .

been categorized, except for the use of training support (training aids,

films, etc.). The use oi training support was not considered In this

study.

The objective of this study, as stated in Chapter One, Is to

examine the professional training, including schooling, of the twelve

ARNG ACR company-level commanders selected as the sample population, in
I

terms of what they have done, what they are required to do, and how well

their personal training has prepared them for their training and wartime

missions. To gather relevant data, a series of three interviews was .

conducted in December, 1984, and February, 1985. The time period .

covered by the survey was from 1 January 1984 to 31 December 1984. The ,

Et E
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twelve company-level commanders selected for the study are the tank

company commanders and armored cavalry troop conanders of three ARNG F

armored cavalry squadrons from different ACRs and different states.

The three intervie-,s were conducted with the training officers from

the three armored cavalry squadrons. All are FTM personnel and have 4

been in the position of squadron training officer for longer than two

years. Their weekend duty positions in the units are different: one is

the squadron executive officer, one is the squadron S-3, and one is the L

squadron S-3 (Air).

The three officers interviewed were Informed, in advance, of the

general types of questions that would be asked and of the fact that the

orientation of the interview would be on the squadrons' armored cavalry

troop and tank company commanders. The officers interviewed were

assured that the information they provided would not be directly

attributed to them, and was to be used only to build a body of data.

All three officers volunteered to be interviewed.

The twelve sample population company-level commanders have been

assigned a random number from 1 to 12; the same random number has also

been assigned to their unit. This random number is used to identify

this commander and/or his unit in the charts presented In this chapter.

Nurbers 8, 9, and 12 are tank company commanders/companies; the

remaining numbers are armored cavalry troop commanders/troops. It is

important to make this distinction, as the ARTEP missions of

reconnaissance and security are not applicable to the tank companies.
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Although the aforementioned randcm numbers were assigned, Charts 3

through 6 clearly reveal that numbers 1, 4, 7, and 12 constitute one --

squadron, numbers 2, 5, 9, and 10 another squadron, and numbers 3, 6, 8,

and 11 the final squadron.

Charts 1 and 2 present the military and civilian education and

military experience levels of the twelve officers in ccmmand as of 31

December 1984. Chart 3 depicts the units' ARTEP mission training and

evaluation, by mission, during calendar year 1984. Some of the training

and evaluations occurred during AT, and some during IDT. Charts 4, 5,

and 6 show the units' use of various external training resources during

calendar year 1984. Charts 3 through 6 do not take Into account who the - -

actual commander was at a particular time. This is based on the

assumption that, had the present commander been in command for the full

calendar year, he would have trained and been evaluated on the same

ARTEP missions and would have used the external training resources in a

like manner.
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CHIART 1: COMANDEERS A -XAT194

COMWAN ER: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 !2 "<S

B: * * I : $ *

OTHER ADA INF

OBC NIYN§ES

OACRS APP APP * ote 2

AOAC * APP APP -

OTHER ADA

OAC N GI EN'PE R DR eI-R

BACcEU

D$ $ * Note 3

SOIRCE: Interviews; see Bibliogr phy.

Abbreviation key: ADA: Air Deferse Artillery.
APP: Application has been submitted.
AOAC: Armor Officer Advanced Course.
AB: Armor Officer Basic Course.
DR, Enrolled-, completed soe credits.
INF: Infantry.
NONIJS: Nonresident.
GAC: Officer Advanced Course.
OB: Officer Basic Course.
RES: Resident, either AC or RC course.
.IRDV : Some collegiate work; no degree.

Note 1: Attendance required as of 1 April 1984.
Note 2: No requIrement currently exists for ARNG officers to attend a purely
resident advanced course, although a major purpose of this couse is to train
compar-level commarers.
Nota 3: All AN officers must have completed a minimum of two years college by I . -..
October 19e9.'
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Chart 1 depicts the sample population commanders' military and

civilian education status. A wide variation in education levels is

shown in the chart; no two cc4Tnanders in the sample group have the same

educational background.

As discussed In Chapter 3, the current military educational

requirement for promotion to captain is attendance at a resident OBC.

Only one commarder, commander #4, does not meet the current military

educational requirement for promotion to captain.

The grade authorized for company and troop commanders in an

armored cavalry squadron Is captain. Not shown in the chart, but

determined from the Interviews, Is the fact that all twelve commanders

are captains. Therefore all twelve commanders are In the authorized

grade for their position.

The civilian educatlon requirement cited in Note 3 was implemented

in Fiscal Year (FY) 1983. An additional civilian education requirement

added In FY 1984 requires all commissioned officers appointed in the

ARNG after 30 September 1983 to have a baccalaureate degree for

promotion to major. Although this does not affect the sample

population, this added requirement reflects an effort to Improve the

quality of the ARNG's officer corps by Increasing their civilian

education requirements.

Chart 1 shows that, based on the requirements in effect at the time

of their promotion to captain, all twelve captains are educationally - -

2...



qualified for their current rank, and, therefore, are qualified, by

grade, to command. Moreover, even prior to the recently added

requirerent for attendance at a resident OBC, eleven of the twelve

sample population company-level commanders had attended a resident OBC.

Based on the sample population, it is reasonable to conclude that a

majority of the ARF3 ACRs' company-level commanders:

-are in the grade authorized for their position.

-have attended a resident OBC, most likely the AOBC.

-have not attended a resident OAC.

-meet or are working to meet the current civilian education

requirements for their current grade, even though this requirement does L

not apply to them.

-do not meet the increased (and not yet in effect) civilian

education requirements for promotion to major.

Not shown in the chart but determined from the interviews was the

fact that none of the twelve sample population commanders have attended

or are scheduled to attend the CAS. Thus it is reasonable to conclude

that CAS 3 does not currently play a significant role in company-level

commander training in the AR\3 ACRs.
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O-iART 2: COMMANERS' E. LEVEL

COWAINER: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 18 11 12 ""

MONJTHS
COISSICE
RVICE 138 125 89 78 161 64 78 61 94 113 113 92 Note 1

MONT-S AS
C.-LEVEL
CMADR 42 48 24 3 48 7 12 24 27 16 6 6 Note2

MONTHS IN

COMMAD PSN 6 48 24 3 48 7 12 24 15 16 6 6

AS

PRIOR
ATIVE.TY* $ * * ..---

ENLISTED 2 2

YEARS
OFFICE4 4 

CS'T

AS
PLAYER * *

CAPSTONE
EXERCISE AS
PLAYER S * *

OTE ACTIVE
AW
EXERISE(S) (2)K K (2)FTX K K (2)FTX FTX K Note 3

SOLRKE: Interviews; see Bibliograhy.
Note 1: Inclues all comtissioned service, except for time spent In the inactive
reserves, where aplicable.
Note 2: Includes previous ccupany-level commard time, where applicable.
Note 3: Nurbr in parentem Indicates nruber of exercises. 'K" Indicates
participation in the Key Personnel Ldate Program (KLP). "FTXI Indicates
Participation In an active Army FTX as a controller/evaluator, as part of the
counterpart training program.
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One fact reflected In Chart 2 is the almost total lack of combrat

experience at thie corrany commander level. I am fairly certain that

there is a similar lack of combat experience at the company cormmander

level In the the active Army. Hcwever, a common perception Is that the

ARNG contains a sizeable pool of combat experienced veterans. Based on

the sample population, however, It Is reasonable to conclude that this

Is no~t the case with regard to company-level commanders in the AR!\G

ACRs.

In all cases, the officers participated in CAPSTON\E exercises= as

players In positions other than those of troop or company commander.

Mreover, all of the exercises were CAPSTON\E HQ-admi nistered CPXs.

The limited active duty experience and the limited active duty

exercise experience of the ARtN3 corwanders, reflected in Chart 2, may

Indicate that, as a group, they are unfamiliar with the techniques and

practices of their active duty counterparts. The Army has recently

increased the funding for several of the programs (including the Key

Personnel Upgrade Program (KPUP), the counterpart training program,

Return of Forces to Germany (REFC*RCER) training for RC units, and

National Training Center (NTC) training for Roundout units) that allow

Increased ARNG-active Army interactive training. One vivid exam~ple of

this Is the KPUP funding. In 1980, the KPUP was funded at 3 million

dollars; In 1983, this program was funded at 18 million dollars.? As

J-



part of the K PLP, during FY 1984 more than SMO National Guardsmen

trained at the NTC.9 Ho Piver, none of the sample pcpulation corrmanders

have teen trained at the NTC, and according to the Interviews, none are .-

scheduled for this or any other type of NTC training. -
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OJART 3: ARTP MISS IZ TRAI'ED/EVALLAD, CY -

1O/TRP: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

PLAN AMD
CONTROLCST 0PFS 9 9

MAINTAIN

PERF I
TACTICAL
INTELLIGENCE
FUCTIONS * a *

DEFENDA G A IlN S T 
; °~AI-T

SUSTAINING a $ * S

ATTAO( a a $ * * * a * a $ * a t

DEFENDa * a * a

RECCN OPNS , , ''""' "
SECLRITY a a $

OPEATEC O M M A N*, D P O S T € : - - '

SJ.RCE: Interviews, see Blbliography.

NOTES: The list Include only those ART 17-S5 missloro trained and/or evaluated
at the trop/cc'pany level; moreover,it does rot iclude suplemental missions.
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The missions listed In Chart 3 are the standard tactical

missions (less the supplemental missions) for an armored cavalry

troop or a regimental tank company, as listed in ARTEP 17-55.

Units #8, 9, and 12, the three tak companies, are not responsible

for the missions "Conduct Reconnaissance Operations" and "Conduct

Security Operations."

The similarity between company-level maneuver units of the
I

same squadron Is to be expected, as the yearly training plan is

produced at the squadron level. The data presented in Chart 3

simply underscores the fact that the company-level units train on

the missions directed by the squadron headquarters.

Of the two squadrons whose units trained or were tested on all

of their standard tactical missions, one accomplished this feat
I

during AT. The other squadron trained and tested Its units during

a combinatlon of IDT and AT. The squadron that accomplished all of

Its ARTEP training and testing during Its CY 84 AT Is not going to

attempt the same feat during Its next AT. According to that

squadron's training officer, "There's no way you can train on the

whole ARTEP at AT-it's just too much."

Tank gunnery training Is not shown in Chart 3. One squadron

dedicated a full twenty-five per cent of Its available IDT time to

tark gunnery training, which severely limited the amount of other

necessary training this squadron conducted during IDT. Other

training requirements (not shown In Chart 3) also require
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substantial amounts of training time, and detract from the time

available for ARTEP mission training.
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CHjART 4: LSE OF D(TE]R4AL !;ESCLRCES:--IDT (CRILLS)

CCFAMtM: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

SQDN/RGTL
ASSISTANE-
TEAMS 2 2 3 4 4 2 2 1

ASSISTANCE
TEAMS 1 a B 3 6

MOBEILE
TRAINING
TEAMS 1 3 1 3 1 1 3 1

RETSTATE

GRPTEAM~ 4 1 1 1

CAPTE
HAW RTERS
BRIEFING3 I I II

TRAINING
TEAMS AH AH- AH AH

Source: Interviews; see Bibliography.

NOTES: Nuters Irdicate frequency of times a team/briefing was LWe.
*4H indicates an ad hoc training team, formed for a specific, one-time

training mission.
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CHART 5: USE OF EXTERNAL TRAINING S.FPCIT: WETS

COMANDR: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 5 9 19 11 12

SQC4RETL
ASSISTANCE
T'EAMS * S * * *

ASSISTAC
TEAMS* * * * * $ *

MOBILE
TRANING
TEAMS *w *

RGTL/STATE
ADVISORY
GWTEMS**

TRAINING3
TEAMS AH AH AX AH

Source: Interviews, se Bibliography.

NOTES: ** Indicates routinely u~sed assistance.
'AHO Indicates an ad hoc training team, formed for a specific, one-time

training mission.
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OiART 6: USE OF EXTERNAL TRAINING RP~CRT: AT

W4PMAINtER: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

SQDN/RGTL
ASSIZSTANCE
TEAMS * * * * S

ASSISTANCE
TEAME* 8 * * * $

MOBILE
TRAINING3
TEAMS* ** *

RGTL/STATE
ADVISCRY

GRPTEAMS-

ARTEP
EVALUATICN
HEADQLARTERS * ** *

Source: Interviewsam Be ibliography.

NOTE: sindicates use by the unit during CY 84 AT.
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Charts 4, 5, and 6 depict the use of external training assistance

resources during IDT, WETS and AT, The Interviews revealed that no use

was made of the following external training resources: National

Training Center experience (in any form); CAPSTONE HQ training

assistance; attendance at the CAS 3 ; or participation in the

Captains-to-Europe program. Therefore, these programs do not appear in

the charts.

Based upon the data presented In Charts 4, 5, and 6, it appears

that only one squadron's company-level units are using the different

advisory groups assigned to the states and regiments. In all three

Interviews, these advisory groups were credited with providing good

assistance and advice to the squadrons at the squadron headquarters

level. However, this advisory assistance was not used regularly at the

company level, and, therefore, appears limited in the tabulated data.

A similar comment can be made with regard to the CAPSTONE

headquarters. Coordination, training guidance, and limited training
.-A

assistance were provided to the sample population squadrons, but this

assistance did not extend to the company level, except In the form of

training guidance modified by the Intermediate commands, and, as

Indicated, in the form of a general mission briefing for one squadron's L

company-level units.

Two of the squadrons have at least one Master Gunner apiece

assigned In an FTh position; however, the third squadron has no Master

Gunners assigned, in an FTM position or otherwise. The latter
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squadron's training officer cited this lack of an assigned Master Gunner

z a limiting factor when the subject of the use of squadron/regimental

assistance team su.pport was discussed.

Charts 4, 5, and 6, show some other patterns. For example, It is

clear that the company-level units of one squadron did not receive any

external training assistance, other than the one briefing from their

CAPSTONE headquarters, for their drills. According to the squadron's

training officer, these units did not request any assistance of this

type for their drills due to the past Ineffectiveness of some assistance

teams. In fact, only one squadron's company-level units appear to have

taken full advantage of the available training assistance teams. One

might logically question whether most ARM ACR company-level units (and

their commanders) are making the most effective use of their limited

available training time.

The charts also also reflect that a great deal of squadron,

regimental, and branch assistance Is requested regularly by all the

units when they are required to "do" something (WETS and AT), rather

than just "train" (IDT). Based on my personal experience, this practice

leads to training on fundamentals at WETS and AT, rather than during

IDT. Such training does not make the best use of WETS and AT training

sites or the external training resources available, which could be

better used for more advanced training.

One Interesting note from the Inteviews Is that the three squadron

training officers seemed to regard the branch assistance teams more as
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range and firing experts than as trainers and training assistants. This

attitude may well be a reflection of the attitude the branch assistance

teams project.

Based on the data presented In Charts 4, 5, and 6, It Is reasonable

to conclude that the use of external training assistance resources

during IDT varies widely between company-level units in the ARNG ACRs.

It Is also reasonable to conclude that this use Increases across the

board during WETS and AT. Finally, it may be concluded that several

ARNG ACR company-level units are not making the most effective use of

available training resources.

As might be expected, the level of experience and education varies

widely among the sample population company and troop commanders.

However, the vast majority of them--eleven of the twelve--have attended

a resident OBC; nine of the eleven have attended the AOBC. On the other k

hand, only three of the twelve have completed the OAC, the course that

Is designed to prepare them for coripany-level command, two of the three

having completed the resident AOAC. None of the sample population

company-level commanders have attended or are scheduled to attend the

CAS2. Thus, it is logical to conclude that most of the ARNG ACR

company-level comanders have not been resident school-trained for their

ccnmands (or for positions on brigade/regiment or higher level staffs).
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It appears that the sample population commanders are not making

full use of the external training resources available to them during

IDT. It follows that, as a consequence of this, the training on

fundamentals that could and should have occured during IDT must be

conducted at WETS and AT, rather than the advanced training which makes

better use of the WETS and AT resources.
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CH~APTR FRuu ENDNOT

1AR 350-1: para 1-7.

IINR 350-1: pa±-a 1-3.1

1AR 350-1: para 6-2.1

"Ibid., para 1-8u(4).

'Investment: p. 184.

7Ibld. This requirement does not yet appear in the governing
prcomotion regulation: U.S. Department of the Army, AR 135-155, with 5
changes, Promotion of Corrrnssioned Officers and Warrant Officers Other
Than General Officers (0 November 1983).
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CHAPTER FIVE:

CONCLUS IONS

HISTORICAL EVOLUTION

The ARNG (then the Militia) was originally organized as a primarily

state-oriented military force, with the secondary mission of

supplementing the federally controlled Army. Developments over the past

200 years have modified the purpose of the ARNG to the extent that,

today, the ARNG Is a major component of the total deterrent force of the

United States. While the ARNG still retains its state mission, current

national planning includes ARNG forces among the Initial forces to

supplement deployed and deploying Army forces In a crisis that requires

a rapid expansion of the Army.

The current trend of Increasiog the missions, funding, and manpower

authorizations for the RC, while holding the AC at or near its current

levels, Is expected to continue in the Immediate future. A principal

reason for this trend Is the apparent economy offered by the RC units

compared to similarly equipped and manned AC units.

The increased role of the ARNG in defense planning has led to

Increased scrutiny and change, or attemrpted change, of a nurber of ARNG

aspects. The very concept of state control of the nonfederal ized ARNG

has been modified over the past 200 years, with the federal government
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gradually increasing its involvement with and control over the AFJJG.

The limited (39 days) training time authorized for the ARG has also

been examined recently, and has undergone de facto changes, with special

authorizations now being given to high priority units.

INCREASED STRATEGIC IWf'.RTANCE OF ThE ARNG

The Importance of the ARNG in our nation's deterrent and defensive

planning has dramatically increased in recent years. Since the Total

Force concept was first announced by Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird

in 1970, through the resulting Implementation of the Total Force policy

with its attendant programs ard increased funding for the ARNG, the ARNG

has grown to be a full partner in the Total Army. As stated by Major

General Temple, "A military force of the size and capability of the

Guard serves as one of the world's significant deterrents to war. As

the force grows and accomplishes higher levels of training

proficiencyt,] its deterrent value Increases commensurately."1  The ARNG

. contains more than one-half of the land combat power of the Total Army,

.. including four of the seven armored cavalry regiments in the Total Army.

The CAPSTOE program, one of the programs generated by the Total

- Force policy, aligns ARNG units with a wartime headquarters, provides

the ARNG with its training orientation, and provides force planners with

designated ARNG units as augmentations. The objectives of this program

include: Improving wartime mission-oriented training; Improving
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mobilization and wartime planning; and providing a structure that

enables units to plan and train In peacetime with the organization they

will operate with In wartime. 2

Other programs, such as KFPP and counterpart training, are also

products of the Total Force policy, and have as their long-range 4

objective an overall increase in RC--and Total Army-readiness. One

Indicator of the Army's level of commitment to the Total Army policy is

the Increased level of funding these aforementioned programs have

received In the past few years.

TOTAL ARMY CCWANY-LEVEL OFFICER TRAINING

The 1977 RETO study and the 1984 Reserve Comporent Training Study

led to significant changes in the Army's comissioned officer training

system. One significant change was the refinement of the AOAC to enable

the course to better prepare graduates for company-level command.

Another RETO-generated change was the development and subsequent -

implementation of the CAS3 course, whose purpose Is to provide captains

with the skills necessary to perform the duties required of brigade and

division staff officers. Attendance at the CAS3 Is now mandatory for

all active duty captains who meet the date of rank criteria, and is also

available to selected RC officers. This course will play a greater role

in the professional development of all Army officers In the future, .

after the needed manpower and facility expansions are completed at Ft. "--:
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Leavenworth, KS.

Due to several recent changes inspired by TRADOC's Reserve Cosponent

Training Study, all RC officers are now required to attend a resident

CBC and at least specified phases of a resident OAC; previous options

for completing these courses solely through the ACCP have been

eliminated.

A significant modification to the officer training system Is the

MQtS program. The MQS program is an attempt to establish a base level of

officer knowledge keyed to rark, across the Total Army. Under this

program, all officers, regardless of branch or source of commission,

will be trained according to established Army-wide standards. This

program currently is partially fielded.

The ARNG Is authorized only 39 training days per year--24 IDT

training days and 15 AT training days. Some believe that 39 training

days per year are not sufficient to allow units to properly prepare for

their recently Increased missions; the additional training time

currently authorized for selected units Is cited to support this

argument. The majority of ARNG units must work within the authorized 39

days, with only limited additional training time authorized to prepare

training (ATAs) or to participate In certain specified types of training

(FTTD). This restricted training time adversely affects leader training

In units. Moreover, the geographic separation of units common In the

A- ' compounds this problem.
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ARNG ACR CMAPA -LEVEL C-tW ERS' TRAINING

The ARNG officer training system clcsely parallels that of the

active Army, Active Army armor branch officers, and those RC armor

branch officers who choose to do so, attend either the armored cavalry

track or the armor track of the active Army AOBC. However, the RC AOBC

is not tracked, and includes no armored cavalry-specific instruction In

Its POI. One significant drawback to the RC AOBC Is that the training

usually Is not conducted on the type tanks and other equipment found In

the RC officers' units. However, both the active Army and the RC basic

courses stress hands-on training, with the objective of producting sound

platoon leaders and trainers. Some ACBC training Is completed through a

ta.e-home ACCP package. It Is reasonable to conclude, based on the data

presented In Chapter 4, that many ARNM ACR officers attended a resident

basic course, even before the requirement to do so was formalized.

The RC AOAC is approximately eight weeks shorter than the active

Army AOAC, Including 115 fewer hours of field training time. However,

as opposed to the RC AOBC, the RC AOAC contains some armored

cavalry-specific training. An optional version of the RC AOAC allows

students to attend the course in three phases. This optional version Is

built around two-week resident block(s) of Instruction, with

pre-resident and post-resident ACCP packages completing the course work.

The initial Iteration of the armor version of this optional course will

be completed in CY 85.
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The AOAC Is designed to train officers for ACR corrpany-level

command (and other combined arms company-level commands). Since the RC

AOBC does not prepare its graduates for assignments higher than tark

platoon leader and provides no armored-cavalry specific training, the

ARNG ACR company-level commanders should be AOAC graduates. However,

based on the data presented in Chapter 4, it is reasonable to conclude

that mary of the company-level commanders in the ARNG ACR's are not AOAC

graduates and, therefore, were not school-trained for their commands.

The company-level commander is the keystone in training ARJG ACR

units for rapid mobilization and early commitment. Assigned FTM

personnel perform many time-saving functions, and can greatly assist

company-level commanders In unit training. In addition, external

training assistance from several sources (such as branch assistance

teans, advisory groups, and the unit's own higher headquarters) is

available to assist the company-level commander in his training mission.

To effectively use the limited training time available, company-level

commanders should make efficient use of these external training -

assistance resources. However, the data presented in this study

Indicates that these external resources are probably not being used at

the company level in the ARNG ACRs to the extent they should be.

!RECOMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STLY-

The eventual Impact of the CAS2 course in the AR% may be ..-
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considerably different from the Impact this course will have In the

active Army. A proposal to allow substitution of completion of the CAS3

course for completion of fifty per cent of the Command and General Staff

College (CGSC) course as a requirement for promotion to lieutenant -

colorel was made in the June, 1984, draft DA Action Plan for RC

Training.3 General Richardson, In his White Paper RESERVE COmCO\ENT

TRAINING (issued the same month) voiced his apparent support for this

type of proposal. He stated: "Any course of action adopted must tie

CAS3 to the mandatory Reserve officer promotion gates. As a minimum,

completion of CAS3 will be required for Captains selected for full-time

manning positions."4 A different proposal in the final version of this

plan Indicated that TRADOC would examine the feasibility of a "comabined

CAS /CGSC modular package" to determine the optimal course for RC

officer training.5 This "modular package" might conceivably Include a

new course which would Impact on both the CAS3 and the CGSC. Decisions

on these and other CAS-related proposals will have wide-ranging

impacts, and will affect the entire spectrum of ARNG officer training.

A study in this area might be able to determine some of the long-term

effects of the different CAS3 proposals on the ARNG officer training

system, and should also Include the Impacts on the USAR.

Mobilization was Intentionally not addressed in this study.

However, mobilization Is a significant problem for ARNG units that are

not trained and prepared to mobilize, and ineffective mobilization will

hinder the execution of war plans. Several sources mentioned that,
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because the 15-day AT period resembles the time period available to many

units for pcst-mobilization training, using an AT period In this fashion

would provide needed training in this and related areas. Two of the

s_= le population squadrons, independently, considered planning

combination mobilization and AT training periods, but were unable to

develop these plars because of other training constraints. A study in

this area might shad whether this type of training could routinely be

5 done; if it could not routinely be done, the study might Identify the

exceptional requirements which must be met to accomplish a combined

mobilization-AT training period.

The topic of competing time demands of the (full-time) civilian and

the (part-time) military professions was mentioned or alluded to in many

of the sources used for this study. The recently increased requirements

for resident military education and the projected future Increased

requirerrents In both civilian and military education for RC officers

will serve to intensify any existing problem in this area. A study of

these requirements could determine the amount of time actually required

to satisfy these requirements, and to Investigate the probable impacts

these increased demands will have on the RC officer corps.

OY.5ENTf DEVELODMff~NS

A major factor in the Increased readiness of the ARNG is the FTM .- S.

program, which is projected to expand dramatically in the near future.
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Even though It is recognized as a needed program, the FTM program is

not without Its drawacks. Based on the comments of the three squadron

training officers Interviewed for this study, the discussion presented

on the AGR program in Chapter 2, and my personal observations, many of

the initial start-up problems with the A(G portion of the FTM program

have been resolved. However, much remairs to be done in this area, and

the projected growth of the FTM program will probably require several

significant management changes. A key concern of several FTM personnel

interviewed during the course of the research for this study Is that the

present program does not provide a fair system of compensation;

different categories of FTh personnel performing similar tasks may earn -

significantly different salaries, due to the differences in wage scales

between categories. This area has been highlighted in a number of

congressional reports, and a major effort to correct this specific

problem can be expected in the future.

Some high priority ARNG units are receiving more training time

authorizations and/or the latest equipment. For example, within the

next 28 months, the AH-64 Apache attack helicopter will be issed to the

first ARNG aviation unit at the same time It is issued to some active

Army units.' The receiving ARNG unit will also be authorized additional

training assemblies to train on the AH-64.' Additionally, an ARNG-wide

tank fleet upgrade plan has recently been approved by the Secretary of

the Army, John 0. Marsh, Jr. ,and by the Chief of Staff of the Army,

General John A. Wickham, Jr. Under this plan, all M48A5 and M6eA1 tanks
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In ARN3 units are scheduled to be replaced with MG-A3 cr MI tank<s in the

next four years. The Army's commitment to making the Total Army policy -

work is evidenced by the aforementioned :ostly equipment upgrade

programs, as well as the development of training assistance programs and

Increased funding/training time authorizations. A further logical :.4

development of the Army's commitment to the Total Army policy would be

to Increase ARNG officer training requirements. Several recent

increases In these requirements have been highlighted by this study; the

propcsals relating to the CAS course, cited earlier, Indicate further

possible changes.

According to General Richardson, the principal duty of a leader is

to prepare for war. In his words,

"That preparation demands that each officer and
noncommissioned officer know what he needs to do with his
unit to gain peak combat effectiveness. This involves
much more than just 'branch qualification'; it includes a
broad-based, in-depth understanding of tactics, weapons
and equipment; a thorough knowledge of the fundamentals
of doctrine; and the Imagination and Ingenuity to
effectively apply them."

The emphasis on requiring ARNG officers to attend resident Army schools

to gain this "broad-based, in-depth understanding" will continue In the

near future. However, this emphasis must be tempered by the knowledge

that excessive resident training requirements may force many qualified

ARNG officers to choose between their principal civilian employment and

their part-time military position.

ONLUSICNI'
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The reserve copecnents have significntly InCreased In Importance

In our nation's deterrence and defense plans; today, over fifty Fercent

of the Total Army's land combat power, ircludlng four of the seven

armored cavalry regiments, Is In the reserve components. The

corrpany-level commanders are the keystones of training In the AP\3's

ACRs. Thus, the training, including schooling, of these company-level

coanders Is a subject of vital Importance because of its significant

Impact upon the effectiveness of the crucial training conducted by these

key coranders.
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CHAPTER FIVE EB\-)JTES

'Return: p. 189.

3DF, MACI Comments: enclosure 1, "MACON Responses to Staffing of
RC Training Action Plan," p. 10. This proposal was not Included In the
final version of the action plan; however, the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Personnel, in comments on the draft plan, Indicated that this change
would be made to AR 135-155, after the final plan was published (DF,
MACOM Comments: enclosure 2, letter, Office of the Deputy Chief of
Staff for Personnel, subject: Reserve Carponent Training Action Plan to
Improve RC Training, p. 2). As of this date, these changes In AR
135-155 have not been made.

4DF, MACON Comments: enclosure 3, "White Paper: Reserve Component
Training,' p. 4.

ODA Action Plan: Issue 5, action A.

"kArmy Guard Management Conferences," National Guard 39 (February

1985): p. 30.

rtbId.

$Source: p. 79.
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